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11.0

Objectives

______________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________

After going through this unit you will be able to:
•

comprehend the meaning of official documents
documents;

•

recognize the nature and importance of official documents and its translation
translation;

•

be familiar with the guidelines for translation of official documents and the
ethics thereof;

•

understand the scope of translation of official documents and its career
prospects.
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_________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

11.1

Introduction

____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Every office, be it government orr non-government,
non government, an NGO or a corporate house or a
business organisation, has to deal with people. The public,, other offices and the
government agencies are indispensable part of any office; sans them, the office itself
will become defunct and irrelevant.. They are the target people for whom any office is
set up and every business whatsoever in the office is transacted for them.
Everything in an office is done in written form and language is the medium of every
expression in a document. Every paper received or created in an office or by an
individual that has judicial value is a ‘document’. What, if the people working in an
office do not understand the language in which the paper communicated to them is
written? Again, what, if the person or people do not know
w the script or language of any
document communicated to them by any such office? This lack of communication too
will paralyse the entire system of administration.
With the colonization of most parts of the world by the European communities, English
became the official language everywhere. This predominance of English in every field
of modern human life is still going on in the backdrop of the decolonization era and
English has become the international language. However, the use of English in official
documents has created
reated a big communication gap between the administration and the
general public for whom it runs. The common
common man has to seek the help of EnglishEnglish
educated people for every bit of his official work and spend money for it. The welfare
schemes meant for the people remain in the file
files wrapped in English language, and the
benefit does not percolate to the grass roots of the society.
Hence, it is strongly felt that all official work is done in the local
ocal language and
whatever is created in English orr any language other than the local language of
communication, be made available in the local language so that the very purpose of
administration is not hindered.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________

11.2

Meaning and Definition of Official Documents

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

Official document is a type of document that encodes information, rules, regulations and
provisions of official nature in the form of a written document written in the lingua franca
or the official language of the country and the state. Lingua franca is a language used as a
common language between speakers whose native languages may be different.
Official document is a document that states relationship of rules, regulations, rights and
responsibilities of parties concerned for various judicial and administr
administrative
ative purposes
that have record value. Such a document comes under the category of official
communication of documents that provide information, make arrangements and
negotiate deeds, wills and bills for official purposes to facilitate smooth functioning
and
nd interaction of various departments, centralization process and provide access to
citizens of a given stage or country .
Odisha State Open University
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Every paper in an office or originating from any office, or executed by one or more
than one person under his/her hand and seal, having record or judicial value is
deemed to be an official document.
Thus, everything including rules and regulations, letters and communications, licenses,
judgments, patents, permits, writs, acquittances
acquittances, release orders, affidavits whatsoever
are official documents. Official
fficial documents are formal documents that have record
value for the purpose of verification, identification and implementation of rules and
regulations and legal provisions signed and sealed for execution and functioning of
law, administration
ration and instructions meant for citizens of aany state or country.
The
he language spoken may be different from the lingua franca or the official language
of the country and hence may be unintelligible to the concerned parties. This situation
results in a big
ig communication gap between the administration and the public and the
intended result of administration is not achieved. For example, people of an
underdeveloped area may not pay the electricity bills written in English, because they
do not understand whatt the paper says or is meant for.
11.2.1

Definition of Official Document

A document is an original record on paper or in digital or electronic form etcetera,
etcetera
including any written book or other instruments relied upon as the basis, proof, or
support for anything; conveying information pertinent to such proof or support.
An official document is something that contains information, especially information in
printed or written form, often specific, something that is relied upon; the record that
th
proves something.
[www.yourdictionary.com
www.yourdictionary.com]
Taking into consideration this definition all agreements, wills and declaration notes
(viz. Extra-judicial
judicial notes like undertakings, hand notes signed by individuals for debt
or agreeing something upon, suicidal note etc) are deemed as ‘documents’ because
these papers too have judicial value. It is the case with the applications, representations
and claims etcetera submitted to any office, procedure of their consideration in the
office and their disposal as well. On submission to any office, such extrajudicial
documents become official documents.
Self-Check exercise-1
Answer the following questions:

1.

Define official document. _________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Odisha State Open University
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2. Why should all official work be done in the local standard language?
language
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

11.3

Types of Official Documents

___________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Before we proceed to translate official documents, we ought to know its various
types. Some of the most commonly used official documents are given
give below:
• Documents related to daily activities such as notes,
notes, meeting agendas, meeting
minutes, proposals, applications, griev
grievances, complaints and responses;
• Certification of various plans, procedures, programs, policy guidelines, action
plans, adhaar and voter IDs, certificates pertaining to birth, death, residence,
health, marriage, divorce and various such other certificates;
• Reports such as progress of a particular plan, policy, and decision taken on
various crises, various official and financial activities, audits and investigations,
those pertaining to
o the executive or judiciary or legislative activities, NGOs, firms
and various such organizations etcetera with the details stated in the form of
weekly, monthly and annual reports
reports;
• Yellow pages, book of records stating various activities, schemes and pl
plans
ans of
government to ensure right to information act
act;
• Documents related to vision, mission, rights and responsibilities of various
departments at different levels of the administration;
administration
• Documents related to rights of the citizens of various ages and sectio
sections
ns of the society;
society
• Reports of various types of the institutes, corporate, companies, start
start-ups
ups giving
detailed information about the registration and information aree maintained properly
for official record value and need to be translated in the languages of the states.
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• All confidentiality
onfidentiality issues with terms and conditions applicable to each plan and
provision;
• Consent and confirmation forms and in
in-voices from various stake–holders
holders and
concerned bodies;
• Dossiers about the details of citizens, events and actions taken for each incident
and follow-ups are recorded as official documents
documents;
• Forms of applications and various other forms such as forms to buy tickets,
application for voter and adhaarr cards,
cards bank transactions, census, data collection
of any type or questionnaire for research etc;
• Judicial and legal master documents consisting of warnings, grievances, claims,
instructions, rules and regulations,
regulations, examination of witnesses and trials, verdicts,
rulings etc;
• Notes and notices that require signatures of individuals for various legal and
official purposes;
• Petitions and various kinds,, proformas,
proformas, position papers related to documents of
opinion at various political and non
non-governmental organizations registered
ed under
government;
• Tax returns, VATs, PAN cards, tax collections, tax payers’ liabilities etcetera;
• Tenders, travelogues related to issues consisting of broadcasting, experiences of field
investigation, authentication of various governmental schemes carried
carried out by nonnon
governmental bodies that receive funds for the provisions
provisions;
• Most frequently asked questions (FAQs) about various plans, policies and schemes
of various departments of the government and non
non-government bodies.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to draw a comprehensive classification of official
documents. The above categories simply show how diversified is the field of official
documents that we come across in our day-to-day life. There may not be a single
type of official document that does not need translation into other languages; of
course as per the need of the individual beneficiary or the official dealing with the
subject at any particular juncture of time.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

11.4

Importance of Official Document Translation

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________

Being a multi-lingual multi-cultural
cultural country, India and to be specific O
Odishaa has a
problem of having speech communities with variety of languages which are mutually
unintelligible. We will first focus on the reasons how this may have negative impact on
the progress of people and thus the state. The core problem of mainstream population is
that common people do not get to know various development programs and policies of
the government and non-government
government agencies that would ultimately lead to the
development of the state. Language barrier is the main barrier that hinders such
development. People from rural and tribal areas do not even know how to express their
desire and present their problems to appropriate authorities of such bodies.
Odisha State Open University
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People
eople are distressed by not being able to avail basic human rights, which include
violations of civil set of laws and constitutional rights that have been granted to them.
There have also been cases of harassment at workplace, home and society where the
weaker sections such as women and children are committing suicides but they are not
able to reach the appropriate authorities because provisions laid down to protect them do
not reach them in the language they understand so that they can avail their rights.
Schemes about unemployment, BPL opportunities, various schemes for vocational
education and applicability, small loans for entrepreneurial acti
activities
vities are not in full force
because government and non-government
government agencies have laid down the provisions in
English and there have not been accurate translations of these schemes that would reach
the target group in appropriate formats and means
means.
The nextt issue is the problem that government officers face while dealing with people.
Indian administrative set up is such that the collector of a district may not be well
conversant with the language spoken in the area. Although they get trained at an instit
institute
before joining their jobs where they learn the major standard language of the state,, they
do not always master the ability to conduct all official activities in the standard language
spoken in all the areas of the state. It is well known that Odia is not the only language
spoken in Odisha. We have around 62 tribal communities that speak about 40
languages out of which 22 have been attested as languages.. Understanding their
problems, reaching them aboutt various plans and programs has always been a problem
for the administration.
The most crucial administrative area
areas have been in the areas of legal justice and human
rights. People are unable
able to fight for their rights in the court of law because they do not
understand the language of law and the language
l
used in the court. Itt is very important to
have such efficient people who may help the country progress with smooth
administration and human rights by helping them to be understood linguistically.
According to the official language policy and right to inform
information
ation act, everyone has a
right to know whatt is going on in the government and various schemes for the realisation
of their fundamental rights. Interpreting the documents appropriately has also been a
major problem. Interpreting a document is thus as important as translating a document.
This requires the ability to understand, comprehend and analyze the document as a
whole. A certain word that has one meaning in a given context may have another
meaning and significance
ce in another context or even in the same context in another
language. That is why people face problems in translating various official terms with
appropriate contexts.
This happens, majorly because English has been the official language of India and that
of the State of Odisha. English is preferred as the medium of instruction for education,
education
administration, law and media. People who speak minority languages and even standard
vernacular languages find it difficult to understand legal terminologies used for official
purposes that may improve
ove their lives and contribute to development and progress of the
Odisha State Open University
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masses. It is therefore necessary that all official work and education to the children be
done in some standard Indian language as may be needed in any specific area. Thus,
translation of official
ficial documents from English to Indian official language is very much
necessary in every field of governance.
For the purpose, government of India has enacted that Hindi will be the official language
of the central government offices and likewise the states have enacted that their
respective standard regional languages will be the official language for the concerned
states. Likewise the State of Odisha has also enacted and made it mandatory that all the
activities beginning from the legislature, jjudiciary
udiciary and executive branches of the
government up to the grass root level of their implementation be carried out in Odia
language. Thus, translation of all official documents and textbooks from English to local
vernaculars has caught tremendous momentum in the recent times.
Self-Check exercise-2
Answer the following questions:

1. What is the importance of translating official documents in India?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2. How is a certified translator different from the un
un-certified translator?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

11.5

Nature of Official Document Translation

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________

Official documents are preserved for further references and follow
follow-up
up purposes. It is
important to understand the nature of an official document so that it can be translated
adequately.
tely. Official documents include various applications, submissions, notes,
orders, tenders, documentations of events and meetings, contractual terms, grants and
commissions, plans and policies, advertisements, legal documents of various types
and official rules and regulations. Document papers are largely writ
written
ten although there
may be instances where they may be carried out through audio-visual medium too
too.
Official documents are written communications intended to convey information to a
particular target group. It is prepared with specific official terminologies that are
slightly different from the language we use in our normal life.
Sometimes, the translator may have to translate a document pertaining to a corporation.
It may be about its HR policies, guidelines, rules pertaining to the governing council,
negotiations,
otiations, deals, agreements, complaints, grievances, manifestos, debentures, power
of attorneys, letters of execution, employment advertisements, declarations, testaments,
wills, deeds, assignments, deeds of trust, conveyance reports, license, income tax details
and reports, permits, judgments, legal opinions, acquaintance and releases, judicial
writs, authorizations, mandates, impeachments, certificates, securities etc. The Official
Language Policy of Government of India has made it mandatory for all the official
documents to be written in local languages. Although the government of Odisha has
made Odia as the Official Language of Odisha since 1954, it still has not been
implemented completely largely due to the shortage of translators and lack of
determination on the part of the ruling parties.
11.5.1 Types of Official Document Translation
There are four types of translation, viz. free translation, semantic translation, word
word--toword translation and interpretative translation. It is important to mention that
gradation and fine shades of technical translation and all the nuances involved in
translation
anslation has been an old problem in the field of translation as an area of
investigation. It is crucial to understand that the purpose of translation is to ensure that
the expected task is accomplished with the expected result and output. This requires
thee translator to understand and comprehend the concept and idea of the text correctly
that needs to be translated.
a) Free translation- Free translation implies that the translator is given freedom of
expression while translating from an original source language
language to a target
language. This type of translators may paraphrase too.
b) Semantic translation – Semantic translation means that the translator needs to
convey the meaning of the phrase and sentence meeting the overall objective of
the translation.
c) Word to word translation- Word-to-word translation is also called literal
translation or metaphrase. This is useful in advertisements, road signals etc.
Odisha State Open University
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d) Audience centric approach- Audience centric approach means having an
interest to reach the reader of the text in mind and to ensure that what you
translate can be understood by the person for whom it is intended.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

11.6

Guidelines for Translation of Official Documents / Method

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

Official documents are translated in a particular format. Every text that is translated
should have a heading stating the name of the source material and source language.
If the translation is an extraction from a full text then the original source has to be
cited and the name of the translated text be headed as an extraction of the source
material with the name given in the full text.
If the translator is a certified translator then he may devise his own style and format for
his translation keeping the source material intact. We call it innovativeness or creativity
of the translator. In case of extract translation, the format of the entire source
translation and the extract translation may show the distinction in the form of
innovation but they have to have corresponding format with the source text. This may
be done in the style of the translator’s own choice of translation, which s/he may justify
that s/he
he did for easy readability and comprehension of the original text to the target
language. This usually happens when the original text iis from a culture that is different
from the culture of the translated language. In this case, accuracy has to be maintained
in the text of the translation in the target language as that of the original text in the
source language; and that the innovation is added for best output has to be proved or
mentioned by the translator.
The translated documented should be certified as the ‘‘original copy’ of the source
material with authentication of the
he appropriate authority. The ‘certified
‘certified translated
version’ with the convention laid down by the translator for the best result according
to the ethical norms of official translation.
Authorized translators have the right to authenticate their own translation with the
appropriate jargons used by them that they may certify
ify that they did for best output.
[jargon: words or expressions used by a particular profession or group that are difficult for others to understand.]

It is important for the translators to know that translation, as a profession usually has
to follow certain guidelines and norms. Some of them are as follows:
(a) Completeness, accuracy and authentication:
authentication Completeness and accuracy is
the most important aspect of translation. These aspects of the translated text are
authenticated by an appropriate authori
authority
ty if the translator is an uncertified
translator. Whether the translator is a certified one or an uncertified one, he has to
know that whereas full translation of a document is expected most of the time,
sometimes there may be a need to go for extraction translation. There may also
be occasions where extraction translation is only allowed and permitted by the
party who has the
he copy right to the material unless otherwise it comes under the
right to information act (RTI).
Odisha State Open University
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(b) Format and layout: Format and layout of the extract translation is different
from that of the full text translation
translation.. The translator should develop an intuition
about where he should insert notes, references, notations etc
etcetera for easy
comprehension. The page numbers, paragr
paragraph
aph details and other reference details
of the translated text should be properly cited when the format and layout of the
translated material are different from the original text.
(c) Omission: Omission of rows, columns and pointers may also be the choice of the
translator if allowed, and if he feels that this is the requirement of the target
language to put the material in a different format. In this case, the translator has
to mention that such and such rows and columns have been removed or omitted
from the original text for easy comprehensibility or the specific reasons why the
translator has taken such a decision.
(d) Signature: Signature of the translator should be put under every translation
ranslation of
official documents for accountability and to ensure that that there has not been
any distortion of data or exaggeration of facts that may lead to misunderstanding
and chaos.
The translator may insert logos, slogans and statements with appropriate
statements and symbols that come under the creativity aspect of translation.
Where signature is mandatory, translator’s notes are allowed with the mention
that the translator has inserted certain notes or statements for a certain intended
purpose. This is done in different fonts oor handwriting because this is a special
feature of the innovative translation work.
Page number of the original texts and translated texts may differ. In this case,
the translator may insert the original page number of the source material and the
new page number of the translated source to avoid confusion.
(e) Margins: Margins, lay-outs,
outs, paragraphing, numbers of bullet points have to be
properly matched and sequenced so that the original text and the translated
version may be easily identified for authentication.
Electronic translation of the hard copies often shows difference in margins, page
numbers, formats and layouts.. The PDF version of a document may also differ
from the word document and even the word document may differ
iffer from an excel
sheet version of the translation.. Translators show innovation and creativity when
they convert word files to excel sheets or the reverse for the purpose of easy
comprehensibility. This usually happens in case of balance sheets of financial
ial
documents, transactions or texts that have several tables, charts and graphs. In
such a case, the translator needs to sscan the original document and attach it with
the translated version.
Selection of appropriate software for translation and interpret
interpretation
ation in case of
electronic translation may also need editing of the translation.
translation. One has to
mention it in the translated text for the sake of ethics of official document
translation.
Odisha State Open University
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(f) Insertion of notes and abbreviations:
abbreviations Notes from the translator, names of the
signatories and concerned parties are important for the purpose of official
translation. Accuracy should be maintained in respect of the address
address details,
numbers and dates to avoid confusion.
Abbreviations, certifications,
cations, distinctions etcetera have to be inserted by the
translator at relevant places; whereas typing errors identified later on should be
added in a separate sheet and attached to the translated document at the end.
Names of people, places, countries, stamps, accreditations etc have to be signed
ed
by the designated authority who authenticates
authenticate the translation of a special official
document.
(g) Declaration and disclaimer: Declaration that the translation of a given text is
true and accurate with the signatur
signaturee of the translator is a vital part of the
translated document for official purpose. Disclaimer of the translation may be
allowed below the signature of the declaration if the concerned office allows it.
For the legal purposes, or if the document translated has high judicial attribute,
attribute
then an affidavit from the court is required to authenticate the translation.
11.6.1 Expertise in Terminology
It is imperative for a translator of official documents to develop expertise in
administrative terminology. Glossaries of official terms have been developed in many
regional languages and efforts have been in progress to prepare books of official
terminology in many languages includ
including Odia. Such glossaries are available for use.
Official documentation is a vast area. These days, consulting firms have started
imparting training to create
ate domain specific translators. Court translators, IT- sector
technical translators, translators for various social work schemes and projects,
translators for literacy, adult literacy programs have exhibited distinct technical
linguistic acumen and knowledge of domain based terminologies for the purposes of
effective translation.
Vast and extensive exposure to existing translated materials in the given fields is very
essential for a competent translator. A translator of official documents should develop
adequate linguistic competence on conce
concerned domains and adaptability to other issues
and fields as well.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

11.7

Ethics in Translation of Official Documents

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Translation is a confidential job when it comes to translating official documents.
There are certain rules, regulations, and codes of ethics that everyy translator needs to
be aware. Violation of ethics may lead to disaster when it comes to documenting
official files. Spying needs to be checked in this area too because sometimes
translators may whistle blow confidential docu
documents to outside agencies which may
bring crises to the government or concerned organization.
organization. Standards apart, manners
and ethics need
ed also be followed by the rule
rule-book
book laid down by the concerned parties.
Odisha State Open University
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This is necessary where proven expertise, certifica
certification
tion in the area of translation of
official documents is mandatory and much sought after by offices as well as
companies.
Translators these days are going through a series of official procedures and filling in
various agreement documents in projects that give high priority to confidentiality.
Accuracy is also important for reputed corporate translation and authentic
government materials. Thus, translation has become an area of investigation and
research by its own merit having its own code of conduct, law
law, ethics and norms.
Translators face problems transferring the exact message precisely and accurately to
the target language due to the difference
fference in culture and context
context. Therefore, the
translator needs to use his/her creativity and efficiency to convey the meaning of the
original text with intended purpose though vocabulary similar in meaning to the
original vocabulary used is available
available. This may happen when the translator captures
capture
the intention or mind of the author of the original text. To attain this, the translator
has to develop appropriate thinking skill apart from adaptability to skilful writing. It
is always advisable to use various tools of translation for best output.
Translation of a story or a poem or a novel is always different from the translation of
news or scientific documents. Translation of official documents is also a technical
field by its own merit, which requires the translator to be technically trained to
translate official documents. Linguistic
Linguisti style of translation in the field of literature, art
and humanities is different from that of the translation of scientific research. The
linguistic quality of translating official documents is different from that of other areas
of human activity. Translation studies ha
have therefore, emerged as a specific and
distinct area of investigation and research.
Self –Check Exercise 3
Fill in the blanks :
1. Completeness and accuracy of the translated text have to be authenticated by
the appropriate authority if the translator is a _________________
( freelance, consultant, uncertified translator, certified translator)
2. Format and lay out of the _______________________ translation must be
properly documented with citations and references.
( original text, translated text, full
full-text
text translation, extract translation)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________

11.8

Scope of Official Documents Translation

____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Scope of translating official documents is increasing extensively day by day.
Government departments and corporate sectors have started allocating large funds for
translation. Since this has become a technical area of expertise, affordability has
become an issue for some non-profit
profit organizations too. Translation has started
occupying a large chunk of companies’ expenses in case of FDIs and start-ups.
start ups.
Odisha State Open University
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Government has started paying well to tran
translators
slators in various departments in the
bureaucratic process and assemblies and parliament. This is all the more the reason
why it is also important to get into professionalism of translation with modest charges
if you have a chance to work with a non
non-profit organization or a start-up.
Translation of administrative terminolog
terminology has started requiring technical training in
the area of administration and glossar
glossaries. As per the constitutional provisions of
official language act, all official transactions that are made in English by centre and
states have to be made available in scheduled regional languages.
Official communication among states carried out in English or Hindi need to be
translated in the regional languages of the concerned states. According to the Odish
sha
Official Language Act of 1954:
•

Without prejudice to the provisions of the Acts 346 and 347 of the Constitution,
Odia shall be the language to be used for all or any of the official purpose of the
State of Odisha.

•

The State Government may, by notification, direct that in any specified area and
with effect from any specified date, Odia shall be used in respect of such official
purposes as may be specified in the notification.

•

All Bills to be introduced, all acts passed by State Legislature, alll ordinances
promulgated by the Governor under Act 213 of the Constitution and all orders,
rules, regulations and bye-laws
laws issued by the state government under the
constitution or under any law made by Parliament or the Legis
Legislature
lature of the State
shall be in Odia.

The Odishaa Official Language Act itself has generated a large number of jobs of
translators in various offices in the state, whereas there is a scarcity of technically
trained and competent translators to complete and carry out such a vast task.
Multinational companies, international agencies, central and state governments are
expecting translators to get first hand exposure in various fields to ensure accuracy in
translation for specific purposes. For example, the education
ed
department is preparing
primers and literacy materials in tribal areas, tribal welfare department is working on
various schemes for development
evelopment of those communities and health department and
department for women and children are investigating issuess in remote areas to
prepare reports and suggest recommendations.
recommendations All such departments are always on
the look for translators who would agree to commute (travel) to the field areas to
ensure that the source material is authentic and the translation of the source material
does not show inadequacy of area-specific
specific deficiencies. Thus, on a larger plain, the
job of a translator may also extend up to the job of a field investigator-cum–translator
translator
and accordingly the salaries and remunerations increase too.
Translators of official documents are known as technical translators who are different
from translators who translate for general purposes. While translating English novel
or a classic to a regional language calls for much imagination, creativity and
visualization in the target language
language, translation of official documents requires vast
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exposure to what is happening in the real world in the areas of various domains
domains. A
large number of vacancies
cies are there in the government sector for certified and skilled
translators. Some of such more specific departments are fisheries, agriculture, forest
and textiles etc. Home department, census and language division of government of
India
dia have been doing extensive research to identify areas and languages that clearly
have strong need for translators.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________

11.9

Career in Official Document Translation

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

As discussed earlier, translation has emerged as a multi
multi-billion dollar industry in this
multi-cultural, multi-lingual
lingual national as well as global work force. Tasks may range
from short-term contracts to consulting assignments and even confirmed jobs as
desktop translators, secretarial translators, corporate and executive tran
translators
slators and
interpreters and many more. Officers have started seeking translators in various local
communities of minority speech communities to be able to perform their task
efficiently in remote blocks and districts. Freelance
Freelanc activities have grown manifold
old to
help delegates of international funding agencies, investigating
investi ng agencies, research and
publishing companies to operate successfully in various parts of the country. Salaries
as has been mentioned before start from rupees 10,000 per month. International
nal
agencies pay on hourly basis and on per-word
per word basis where the remuneration on an
average goes to 100 dollars an hour to one dollar per word if the translator is
technically sound and has expertise in the concerned given domain.
Jobs of translators are advertised in newspapers,
newspapers, internet sites of various departments
and various job portals. Translation consultancy companies are always on the look for
efficient translators and interpreters. Extensive knowledge on issues, good command
over language, flexibility
lity and commitment may take you a long way in life with a
career as a translator. Some of the internet sites that have advertised for recruitment
of Odia translators are:
https://www.naukri.com/Odia-translator
translator-jobs,
http://www.quikr.com/jobs/Odia-translator+bhubaneswar,
translator+bhubaneswar,
http://www.quikr.com/jobs/english-to
to-Odia-translation+bhubaneswar,
http://www.vatsnew.com/odia-translator
translator-recruitment-in-ossc-2015
Notification is given by Odisha Staff Selection Commission (OSSC) to recruit Odia
Translator under the Government in Information & Public Relations Department.
Self –Check Exercise 4
1.
How can omissions of rows and columns be handled by the translator?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
______
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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2.
Why is the signature of the translator importan
important below each translation?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3.
What is electronic translation?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
4.
Where should the abbreviations, certifications,
certifications, and distinctions made by the
translator be added to the document:
(a) to the end (b) in the middle (c) in the beginning (d) as and where needed
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________

11.10 Summing up
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________

A document is an original record on paper
paper, contains information, especially information
in printed or written form, or in digital or electronic form etcetera, including any written
book or other instruments relied upon as th
thee basis, proof, or support for anything;
conveying information pertinent to such proof or support.
Every paper in an office or originating from any office, or executed by one or more than
one person under his/her hand and seal, having record or judicial value
value is deemed to be
an official document. The common people do not get to know various welfare and
development programs and policies of the government and non
non-government
government agencies
that would ultimately uplift their standard of living and lead to the development
pment of the
state. Unintelligibility of English language
anguage on their part hinders such development. The
most crucial administrative areas have been in the areas of legal justice and human
rights. People are unable to fight for their rights in the court of law because they do not
understand the language of law and the language us
used in the court. Thus, translation of
official documents has acquired utmost importance in the present times.
Translation of official documents needs to follow certain formats, principles and ethics
like giving a heading with the source, completeness, certifying
ifying it as ‘original’, giving
adequate margin, putting the signature of the translator, endorsing notes wherever
necessary etc. Ethics of translation of official documents includes accuracy,
accuracy, maintaining
confidentiality etc violation of which may lead to disastrous consequences.
Official document translation has a very wide scope as the union and state
governments, business organizations, multinational companies
companies, corporate houses and
NGOs are all set to do everything in the language of the people. This br
branch
anch of
translation therefore has a great potentiality for skilled translators promising them a
bright career.
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________

11.11 Model Answers to Self-Check
Check Exercises
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

Self-Check Exercise-1
1. Define official document.
Ans- Every paper received or created in an office or by one or more than one person
under his/her hand and seal, having record or judicial value is a ‘document’. Every
paper received in or originating from any office, having record or judicial value is
deemed an official document. An official document is something that contains
information, especially information in printed or written form, often specific,
something that is relied upon; the record that proves something.
2. Why should all official work be done in the local standard language?
Ans- Use of English in official documents has created a big communication gap between
the administration and the general public for whom it runs. The common man has
to seek the help of English-educated
educated people for every bit of his
his official work and
spend money for it. The welfare schemes meant for the people remain in the files
wrapped in English language, and the benefit does not percolate to the grass roots
of the society.
Hence, it is strongly felt that all official work is done
done in the local language and
whatever is created in English or any language other than the local language of
communication, be made available in the local language so that the very purpose
of administration is not hindered.
Self-Check Exercise-2
1.

What is thee importance of translating
transla
official documents in India?

Ans- The core problem of mainstream population is that common people do not get to

know various development programs and policies of the government and nonnon
government agencies that would ultimately lead to the development of the state.
Unintelligibility of English on their part hinders such development. The most
crucial administrative areas have been in the areas of legal justice and human
rights. People are unable to fight for their rights in the co
court
urt of law because they
do not understand the language of law and the language used in the court. Thus,
translation of official documents has acquired utmost importance in the present
times.
2.

How is a certified translator different from an uncertified translator?

Ans- Certified translators know the technicalities, rules, guidelines and importance of

confidentiality of maintaining and translating official documents. Uncertified
translators may only do direct translations if they know the source language and
the target language, but they may call for inadvertent risks to the concerned
department.
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Self-Check Exercise 3
Fill in the blanks
1.

Completeness and accuracy of the translated text have to be authenticated by
the appropriate authority if the translator is an uncertified translator.

2.

Format and layout of the extract translation must be properly documented and
referenced.

Self-Check Exercise 4
How can omissions of rows and columns be handled by the translator?

1.

Ans. The translator should scan and cite the original text to avoid confusion in case of

the omissions
missions of rows and columns in the translated target language text. The
translator may also add a note to explain why he has omitted specific rows and
columns.
Why is the signature of the translator important below each translation?

2.

Ans. The signature of the translator is important
impor
to be put under each translation for

authentication of the translation and for any further reference needed for
clarification.
What is electronic translation?

3.

Ans- Electronic translation means translation of a text to another text using various
machine translation and translation software tools through internet and
computer.
4.

Where the abbreviations, certifications and distinctions made by the translator
should be added in the document?

Ans. The abbreviations, certifications and distinctions made by the translator should
be added at the end of the translated document
document-text.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________

11.12 Model Questions
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

Answer the following questions:
1. What is the importance of translating official documents?
2. What does official document mean? Give examples of a few official

documents.
What is the difference between full text translation and extract translation?
Give an example where the translator may show creativity in translation.
What is innovative translation? Give an example of innovative translation.
What are the basic ethics of translation of official documents? What is the
importance of translating official documents?
7. What are the rules for translation of official documents?
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Unit-12
12
Importance of Translating Official Documents
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Structure of the Unit
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

12.0
12.1
12.2

12.3

12.4

12.5

12.6

12.7
12.8
12.9
12.10

Objectives
Introduction
Legal Provisions regarding Official Language
12.2.1
Rules pertaining to the official language of the Indian Union
12.2.2
Some facts and Rules pertaining to the official language of Odisha State
Administrative Terminology
12.3.1
What is Administrative Terminology
12.3.2
Definition of Administrative Terminology
12.3.3
Scope of Administrative Terminology
Standardization of Administrative Terminology
12.4.1 Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology
12.4.2 Principles for Evolution of Administrative Terminology
Administrative Terminology in Odia
12.5.1 Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology in Odia
12.5.2 Glossary Of Administrative Terms (English-Odia)
(English
Noting and Drafting
12.6.1 Directives of Government of Odisha on noting and drafting
12.6.2 Using Abbreviations in official procedures
Glossary of administrative phrases (English to Odia)
12.7.1 Translation of Administrative phrases
Summing Up
Model Answers for Self-Check
Check Exercises
Model Questions

_____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________

12.0

Objectives

_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

This Unit is based on Official Language. It gives you an idea about various aspects of
Odia as an official language and translation of official transactions from English to
Odia. After going through this Unit you will be able to:
1. Understand the basic need and nature of an official language in vernacular and
legal status of Odia for such use
use;
2. Know about the principles governing translation of administrative
terminology, i.e., the specific words and phrases used in official language, as
laid down by the Government
nment of India.
3. Be well versed with the administrative terminology used to denote specific
meanings in official works both in English and Odia;
4. Practice and develop your skill in translating documents written in English to
Odia as an official language;
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

12.1

Introduction

___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

For a long time in the recent past, translation was being looked down upon as an inferior
work than writing original texts. Nevertheless, indigenous vernacular writers earned
national and international
nternational repute only when their works were translated into a national
or international language. Thus importance of translation has gradually earned its due
recognition in literature. Multilingual people get their due respect when their services
are sought
ught as interpreters when world leaders, bureaucrats and eminent scholars
speaking different languages meet and interact with each other.
Moreover, increasing importance of English worldwide in the field of science and
technology and other fields, has pos
posed
ed a threat to the very existence of various regional
languages and dialects. It is however a universally accepted fact that a child may
understand science and other subjects more easily and effectively if that may be taught
in his mother tongue. In the same
me manner, a common man may conduct his own
transactions with the government departments, banks and other offices if he is allowed
to do so in his vernacular language. This will also reduce his financial burden and a lot
of his valuable time will be saved as he need not run to advocates and consultants
requesting to pen down his representations or work on his behalf.
This has given rise to the ever increasing demand for carrying out the official works of
the government in the regional language. The languag
languagee used for official transactions of
the government, its various departments and their subordinate offices with the legal
sanction under the Constitution of India is known as the Official Language.
Language
Keeping in view the importance of saving the regional lang
languages,
uages, and also to facilitate
the common people to communicate with the government departments in their own
language, various States of the Indian Union have been enacting laws for
implementation of their own regional language as the official language of the
the State.
Efforts have gained momentum to prepare the glossaries of terminology used in the field
of science & technology and the general administration for transacting official business
and preparing text books for the students and also ensure uniformity of the terms used
therein.. Owing to many such factors besides others, translation has emerged as a
separate and independent subject in various universities that aims to create professionals
in the field.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.2

Legal Provisions regarding Official Language

_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

In order to replace English with our own language in our day to day life, provisions
have been made in the Constitution of India for adopting Hindi with Devnagari script as
the Official
ial Language at the Centre and regional languages with their respective scripts
at the State level; so that government servants feel
feel bound to accept it and work
accordingly. The State governments too have enacted laws in consistence with the
constitutional provisions to use their own regional language in the official work
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procedures. This has also enabled us to prepare study materials in various subjects like
science, mathematics, social studies etcetera in various Indian languages so that our
children may learn these subjects easily in their own mother tongue without learning a
foreign language.
It is therefore necessary that we know some of the rules regarding government
correspondence and translation of official texts into any Indian language, so that we may
reproduce the text in accordance with the rules laid down under law
law.. A translator should
therefore remember some of the important facts and Rules about the official language.
12.2.1 Rules
les pertaining to the official language of the Indian Union
1. For effective implementation of the Official Language, the country is divided into
3 regions:
a) Region (A), i.e., Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Rajastha
Rajasthan,
n, Uttaranchal and Uttar Pradesh,
and the Union Territories of Delhi and Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
b) Region (B), i.e., Gujarat, Maharashtra and Punjab and the Union Territory
of Chandigarh.
c) Rest of the
he country other than Regions (A)
(A and (B) are placed under
der
Region (C).
2. As per the Official Languages Rules:
(a) All Communications to the offices of State Governments and the
Administration of the Union Territories or persons residing in various
States under Regions (A) and (B) shall be made in Hindi.
(b) Communications to the offices of the remaining States and Union
Territories as well as persons residing therein
therein, i.e., in Region (C) may be
made in English.
(c) Correspondence with Central Government offices located in all regions
shall be made in Hindi.
(d) All communications
ions received in Hindi, irrespective of their source, shall be
replied to in Hindi.
(e) In case a person responsible for drafting a letter does not have sufficient
knowledge of Hindi, the draft prepared by him in English will be translated
into Hindi and the letter
etter will be issued in Hindi.
(f) Both Hindi and English are used for:
for:(i) Resolutions, general orders, rules, administrative
representations, notifications and press communiqués;

and

other

(ii) Administrative and other reports and official papers laid before a
House of Parliament; and
(iii) Contracts and agreements executed as well as licenses, permits, notices
and form of tenders etcetera
etcetera.
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12.2.2 Some facts and Rules pertaining to the official language of Odisha State
1. The Odisha State Legislative Assembly has adopted Odia as the language for
Official purposes of the State vide ‘The Odisha Official Language
guage Act, 1954.’
2. English language continuess to be used in addition to Odia in the State
Legislature vide Odisha Act No.18 of 1963.
3. Although Odia is used as the language
langua for official purposes, the international
form of Indian numerals are used in stead of Odia numbers as per the
provisions of Act No. 12 of 1985.
4. Government work started to be done in Odia in the Heads of Departments and
their subordinate offices from Ap
April
ril 1984 and that in the State Secretariat from
April 1985. However, Office of the Registrar, Odisha High Court, Offices of
the Justices and their sub-ordinate
ordinate offices have been kept out of the provisions
of this notification. Besides, it does not affect the
the use of English in the
following activities as well:
(a)

Correspondence with Government of India and other States;

(b)

Work procedures of any court or Tribunal;

(c)

Judicial and Quasi-Judicial
Judicial work procedures and all matters related to or
arising out of it;

(d)

All works
ks related to technical subjects;

(e)

Accounting and all related matters;

(f)

Correspondence with all non-governmental
non governmental persons, firms, companies
and offices those who send their letters in English;

(g)

Traffic Symbols;

(h)

All other matters that need English to be used as per law.

5. Government of Odisha has approved the ‘The Odisha Official Language Rule
2016’ on 12th August 2016. After gazette notification, the Odisha Official
Language Act 1954 formally came into force on Tuesday, the 16th August
2016. Accordingly, Odia has to be used for all gazette notifications, bills,
amendments, acts, ordinances, orders, rules and regulations issued by the State
Government.
_______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

12.3

Administrative Terminology

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.3.1 What is Administrative Terminology
As we already know, the language used for official transactions of the government
with the legal sanction under the provisions of the Constitution of India is known as
the Official Language. It is related to the general administration of a particular
geographical entity. Administration means the rule of the law over the people of a
specific geographical entity to ensure peace and harmony among its inhabitants.
There are rules and regulations along with a judiciary and ‘law and order system’ to
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ensure that they work properly; and the activities of the government agencies to
ensure proper implementation of these rules is called administration. The rules and
the official procedures to administer them have to be done in some language, as it is
the medium of communication from person to person; and the language adopted by
law of the land for such purposes is called the Official Language of that State or
nation as the case may be.
In order to accomplish
plish various activities of the official procedures, the official
language needs specific words for specific meanings so as to discard any form of
ambiguity arising out of it, lest there should be confusion in implementing the law of
the land effectively. When a word acquires a specific meaning in a sentence it is
called a ‘term’ and the study of such terms is known as ‘terminology’.
12.3.2 Definition of Administrative Terminology
Before going for the definition, let us have a clear idea of the topic. As we have
discussed above, when a word is used in official procedures with a specific meaning,
we call it a ‘term.’ ‘Logus’’ in Greek means science, study or knowledge. Thus
‘terminology’ means the study or knowledge of such terms that are used in the offices
office
to discharge certain functions in a particular language. The vocabulary of all such
words and phrases with typical specific meanings is known as ‘‘terminology.’
When such terms are used in the administration, it is ‘Administrative Terminology’,
if used inn the knowledge of science, it becomes ‘Scientific Terminology’ and when
related to a technical subject, we call it ‘Technical
‘
Terminology.’
When such a term is widely accepted and used in administration or in any science and
technology spread over a long span of time, it acquires ‘technicality’ with that
specific meaning or sense in respect of that branch of activity or knowledge. Thus the
phrase ‘technical term’ is not confined only to the technology sector, rather refers to
a wider meaning.
The way of presentation and the structure of a sentence changes according to the
subject and context of the text; and the same word very often acquires different
meanings when used in different contexts.
Let us be clearer about the term ‘Administrative Terminology.’ An example may
make the idea clear and easy to grasp. Let us examine the word ‘interest’ in its
various usages.
In literature, ‘interest’ means ‘liking’ or ‘‘the
the state of wanting to know more and more
about something or someone; a quality exciting curiosity
curiosity or holding the attention;
e.g., ‘a tale full of interest’ or ‘an interesting story’ means a subject in which one is
concerned very much. Thus, in literature, the term ‘interest’ in Odia means ‘eêPò.’
However, when we use ‘interest’ in commerce or banking
ba
matters, it means ‘the
the
money that is paid for allowing some body to use your own money.’ You keep your
money in the bank, and bank pays you some ‘interest’. You borrow money from bank
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or someone else, you pay him some money extra, and that is called ‘interest’. Thus, in
Banking and commerce, the term ‘interest’ in Odia mostly means ‘iê].’
In legal matters, ‘interest’ means the advantage or benefit of someone in doing
something; i.e., self-interest. So in legal matters, ‘interest’ in Odia means Êû[ð. In
legal matters, this term also means ‘a share or involvement in an undertaking,’ a
legal concern, title, or right in property, i.e., in this context we may translate it as
‘bûM’ in Odia language.
Thus, we see that ‘Interest’’ is a common term in literature
lite
meaning ‘a
a quality exciting
curiosity or holding the attention.’
.’ However, it acquires technicality when used in
commerce & Banking with the specific meaning of ‘‘a small amount of money
received or paid for lending a bigger amount to someone else;
else andd in legal matters
with the specific meaning of ‘advantage
advantage or benefit of someone in doing something
like a crime or help etc., i.e., self-interest
interest.. Thus, ‘interest’ is a technical term for
Banking and Legal matters with their respective specific meanings.
Again, suppose the word ‘interest’ is used in a legal procedure with the specific
meaning that of the Banking sector, it will carry the technical meaning according to
its context therein. It is similar in other cases as well. For example, let us consider this
sentence in a lawsuit:
“It is interesting1 that the accused made a fraudulent attempt to give his own account
number in the agreement with the sole interest2 of devouring the large amount of
interest3 arising out of the huge investment made by his an
ancestors,
cestors, without sharing
the same with other members of his family.”
Here the first ‘interest’ carries the normal meaning as in literature, its second use
bears the technical meaning of legal matters and the third ‘interest’ that of the
commerce and banking
g sector; although the entire sentence is the part of a legal
document.
We thus see that while translating the word ‘interest’ in Odia language, we have to
give different meanings or its Odia synonyms according to the context of the text in
the source language,
uage, i.e., English. Though a long list of such words may be drawn,
this one example is sufficient to make the point clear that a translator has to be ever
vigilant and judicious about the sense and meaning that a particular word is used,
while doing his bit of job.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to draw any such clear-cut
clear cut borderline among various
fields of administrative terminology, as these subjects most of the times overlap each
other; and what matters actually is the context or sense that the ter
term
m is used therein.
Nevertheless, every
very branch of administration, science and knowledge has developed
its own vocabulary, and the standardized method has become conventional in that
particular department of administration or knowledge.
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Before we go deep into
to the meaning and various aspects of the term ‘Administrative
Terminology’, we may well guess and understand that it is concerned with the day-to
day today affairs of administration of the gove
government,
rnment, department, institution or
organization; and the specific words
rds or terms bearing specific meanings or sense used
in transacting such activities. It is very essential that we use the right and best words
in that particular language.
Thus, we may define ‘Administrative Terminology’ as:
Such words and phrases that are used in specific sense or acquired meaning in a
particular field of science, knowledge, administration or any other human activity,
taken together is called ‘ADMINISTRATIVE TERMINOLOGY’ and that specific legally
authorized language
anguage through which the administration works is called the ‘OFFICIAL
LANGUAGE.’

Self-Check Exercise 1
Answer within 25-30
30 words the following questions:

1. What do you mean by an Official Language?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________
__________________________________________________________________

2. Define Administrative Terminology.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
12.3.3 Scope of Administrative Terminology
At the outset, it comes to our mind that Administrative Terminology is concerned
only with various activities of the general administration of governmental or private
organizations like appointment, posting, salary, conduct, leave, disciplinary action,
functioning of thee official procedures etc. However, a cautious and deep
consideration of the question reveals that its scope goes much beyond the official
transactions. According to the Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology
set up by the Government of India, it comprises of the following fields:
1. Administration and Management;
2. Statistics, Commerce, Banking and Revenue;
3. Law, Vigilance;
4.

Various subjects under Science and Humanities, Politics and Parliamentary bodies;

5. Publication;
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Health and Life-sciences;
Railways, Posts and Telegraphs;
Departmental Terminologies;
Engineering- Civil, Electrical, Mechanical.

Besides, we feel that such other aspects of the activities of the modern civilized life
like sports, advertisement, media etc., too need to evolve such common terminology
for easy understanding and grasping by the common man.. The scope of
‘Administrative Terminology’ thus becomes a vast ocean of words and phrases that
need to be put in common practice not only by the people related to the concerned
concerned
fields departments, but the common man too should be used to it, as because all such
offices and departments are created and functioning only for the people.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

12.4

Standardization of Administrative Terminology

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.4.1

Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology

Down through the centuries of its use in various countries of the world, English has
gradually evolved a common set of administrative terminology and phrases for common
use in the official language. In India, we also evolved such terminology in Urdu
language during the Mughal period and most of it has now descended and is being used
in the official language of the Central government and other Hindi speaking States.
Many such words are widely used in th
the revenue department even in Odisha.
However, after independence when we have been striving to use indigenous languages
for official use;; and for the purpose, we have to work hard to have a common set of
such terminology. As we have seen above, a single word acquires different meanings
with the change of context; we have to be very careful about choosing words for
official language. Similarly, many a times, the same act or thing is denoted by
different words in the same language. However, we have to select a particular word for
a particular meaning in official language; otherwise, it may create a lot of confusion or
give rise to untoward situations. It becomes easy
easy for the masses to work in a particular
language when we use the same vocabulary for things carrying the same meaning.
For the purpose, government of India and the State governments have been engaged in
the evolution of a common Administrative Terminolo
Terminology
gy in various languages of India
through various departments. In view of the pressing need of such terminology,
authors, publishers and law houses too have contributed a lot. Government of India has
even set up a permanent ‘Commission
Commission for Scientific and Te
Technical Terminology’ to
develop, cause to develop and monitor development of the vocabulary of
administrative terminology in various Indian languages. Supreme Court of India has
opined that it is the apex legal authority for such work in India. It is there
therefore
fore
necessary that before
efore we go for preparing English to Odia glossary of administrative
terminology, we should be aware of the rules laid down by the Government and other
constitutional bodies thereof from time to time.
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Let us have a look at the principles
es laid down by this commission before we proceed
to translate English administrative terminology into Odia.
12.4.2 Principles for Evolution of Administrative Terminology
During the process of translation, one may not get the correct synonym of an
administrative term in the target language even after referring
rring to various standard
dictionaries and available glossaries. In such a situation, the translator is bound to coin
either his own word or transcript the original word of the source language in the script
of the target language. For the purpose of evolution of a common set of Administrative
Terminology, the Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology has laid
down and approved a set of principles as under:
1.

‘International terms’ should be adopted in their current English forms as far as
possible and transliterated in any Indian language; viz., :
a) Names of elements and compounds, e.g., Hydrogen, Carbon dioxide, etc.,
b) Units of weights, measures and physical quantities, e.g., dyne, calorie, ampere
etc.,
c) Terms based on proper names, e.g., Marxism (Karl Marx), Braille (Braille),
boycott (Capt. Boycott), guillotine (Dr. Guillotine), gerrymander (Mr. Gerry),
ampere (Mr. Ampere),
ere), Fahrenheit scale (Mr. Fahrenheit) etc.,
d) Binomial nomenclature in such sciences as Botany, Zoology, Geology etc.,
e) Constants, e.g., , g etc.,
f) Words like Radio, Petrol, Radar, Electron, Proton, Neutron etc., which have
gained practically world-wide
wide usage.,
g) Numerals, symbols, signs and formulae, used in mathematics and in other
sciences, e.g., sin, cos, tan, log etc. (Letters used in mathematical operation
should be in Roman or Greek alphabets.)

2. The symbols will remain in international form written in Roman, but abbreviations
may be written in Odia and standardized form, especially for common weights and
measures. e.g., the symbol ‘cm’ for centimeter will be used as such in Odia,, but
the abbreviation in Odia may be ùi.cò. This will apply to books
ooks for children and
other popular works only; but in standard works of science and technology, the
international symbols only, like cm., should be used.
3. Letters of Indian scripts may be used in geometrical figures, e.g., K, L, M, but
only letters of Roman and Greek alphabets should be used in trigonometrical
relations, e.g., Sin A, Cos B, etc.
4. Conceptual terms should generally be translated.
5. In the selection of Odia equivalents simplicity, precision of meaning and easy
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intelligibility should be borne in mind
mind.
6. The aim should be to achieve maximum possible identity in all Indian languages
by selecting terms: (a) common to as many of the regional languages as possible,
and (b) based on Sanskrit roots.
7. Indigenous terms which are commonly used in our languages for certain technical
words, as Zûe for telegraph/telegram, cjû\ßú_ for continent, WûK for post etc.,
should be retained.
8. Words from English, Portuguese, French etc., which are widely used in Indian
languages should be retained, e.g., ticket, signal, person, police, bureau, restaurant,
deluxe, etc.
9. Transliteration of International terms in Odia script should aim at maximum
approximation to the Standard English pronunciation with such modifications as
prevalent amongst the educated circle in Odisha.
10. The international terms adopted in Odia should be used in the masculine gender,
unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary.
11. Hybrid forms in technical terminologies, e.g., Mýûùe<òZ for ‘guaranteed’,

ùKûWþKûe
Kûe for

‘codifier’, etc., are normal and natural linguistic phenomena and
and such forms may be
adopted in practice keeping in view the requirements for technical terminology, viz.,
simplicity, utility and precision.
12. ‘Sandhi’ and ‘Samasa’
asa’ in technical terms
terms- Complex forms of Sandhi may be avoided
and in cases of compound words, hyphen may be placed in between the two terms,
because this would enable the users to have an easier and quicker grasp of the word
structure of the new terms. As regards @û\òaé¡ò in Sanskrit-based
based words, it would be
desirable to use @û\òaé¡ò in prevalent Sanskrit tatsama words,

e.g., aýûajûeòK, fûlYòK

etc., but may be avoided in newly coined words.
13. ‘Halanta’- Newly adopted terms should be correctly rendered with the use of ‘hal’
sign wherever necessary.
14. Use of ‘Pancham Varna’- The use of @^êÊûe may be preferred in place of _*ca‰
ca‰ð; but
in words like ‘lens’ etc., the transliteration should be ùf^è and not ùfõi.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.5 Administrative Terminology in Odia
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

12.5.1 Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology in Odia
Though Odia is being used in official works in some departments since 1954, we still
have a long way to go. We refer to the English pattern every now and then, and mostly
depend upon its translation in Odia. We have to apply ‘Look Back and Move Forward
Method’; i.e., look back
k how our predecessors worked, and then move forward
accordingly while using our own intelligence, wit and vocabulary striving to make it
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more decent, intelligible and acceptable. We need to bring the same kind of uniformity in
Odia as in English, in terminology,
nology, language and expression in respect of the official
works in various offices.
For the purpose Law department, Government of Odisha has published some glossaries
of administrative and technical terminology, sample usable common notings, and drafts
of letters, note-sheets,
sheets, office orders etc. in Odia in two compilations, viz., ‘_âgûi^

g±ùKûg’ and ‘ieKûeú bûhû ijPe’ corresponding to administrative terminology and
noting-drafting respectively. Similarly, Odia Bhasha Pratisthan, Sansskriti Bhawan,
State Museum Campus, Bhuaneswar has also published two compilations viz. _âgûi^

g±ùKûg, and Kû~ðýûkd ^[ò. Besides, some private authors and publishers have also tried to
bring out such compilations that have been of immense help for the beginners in the
government and other offices to work in Odia language.
In spite of the publications and circulars of the Government,
Government, all the material available
taken together is like a drop in the ocean. A person endorsed with the job therefore has to
refer to other private authors’ publications and even consult bilingual or trilingual
dictionaries to effectively complete his work; and while doing so, has to select the
most appropriate Odia synonym of the English term according to the context of his work.
Wee should not coin new words when existing words are sufficient. However, even after
all the exercise cited above, wee may not sometimes find a suitable term to perfectly fit to
the context. In such a case we have to coin a new word or phrase taking into account the
guidelines laid down by the Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology,
Ministry of Human Resource
ource Development, Department of Higher Education,
Government of India and those laid down by the Government of Odisha on the subject.
The only rules that should govern the admission of new words may be whether there is a
need for it, and whether it will be acceptable to all concerned.
12.5.2 Glossary of Administrative Terms (English-Odia)
(English
A Glossary of Administrative Terms accepted and used by the Government of Odisha is
available for your easy reference. We have also given another glossary of common
administrative phrases mostly used for noting and drafting purposes. Getting by heart
these words and phrases will not help; rather you need to do a lot of practice to memorize
them. Thus you need not refer to the glo
glossary
ssary every time you need. The best way to
practice the administrative terms and phrases is to draft as many official letters,
memorandums, circulars, notices, tenders, notifications and other various kinds of
official communications as you may
may; and that will
ill make you well conversant with
official noting and drafting procedures as well. You may in the beginning feel it difficult,
but gradually you are sure to gain momentum and have a good command over the official
language in Odia.
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Self-Check Exercise-2
Translate
anslate these Administrative terms into Odia as directed:
directed
1. ‘Administer’ in medical science & law __________________________________
2. ‘Transaction’ in general administration and banking sector __________
__________________________________________________________________
3. ‘sense’ in literature, medical science and law _____________________________
__________________________________________________________________
4. ‘draw’ in literature, sports, and banking __________________________________
5. ‘Underground’ in literature and law _____________________________________
6. ‘Party’ in literature, sports, finance and law
law_______________________________
_______________________________
7. ‘Act’ in literature and Law ____________________________________________
8. ‘Century’ in literature Sports__________________________________________
__________________________________________
9. ‘Lodge’ in literature and law__________________________________________
__________________________________________
10.‘Counter’
‘Counter’ in literature, banking and law__________________________________
law
______________
11.Civil Court and Civil Society__________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.6

Noting and Drafting

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

While working in the office, you have to be very careful about the language you use in the
files. Your languagee should also be understandable for the common man who is your real
master and for whose welfare you are appointed. Therefore, you have to be very careful
while working in the official language by using your intelligence, discretion and
resources. Though a translator is not supposed to handle cases independently, he has to
follow the laid down principles of the government while preparing the translation of the
document assigned to him for the purpose.
12.6.1

Directives of Government of Odisha on noting aand drafting:

A few directives regarding the language of noting and drafting in the Government of
Odisha offices like the Secretariat, Heads of Departments, and their sub-ordinate
sub ordinate offices
have been mentioned in the Odisha Secretariat Instructions (IWÿògû iPòaûkd @^êù\gûakú
gûakú)
and Odisha Records Manual, 1964 (IWÿògû @bòùfL _âKeY _êÉK) as follows:1. The language used in the official transaction of the government shall always be
intelligible (easy to understand), clear, precise and contained;
2. Decency in language will always be taken care of;
3. In case a mistake committed by any higher officer or any other office has to be
shown, it should be done humbly with a polite language;
4. Everything will be mentioned directly in small sentences; complex and
compound sentences and
nd round about method has to be discarded.
5. Ornamental language, Classical literary or poetic method of expression, idioms
or popular sayings will not be used;
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6. Vindictive (@ûùl_cìkK) or harsh words will not be used;
7. These rules will apply to Odia language as
a well, as are applicable to English.
8. Besides, while using Odia language, it will be appropriate to adopt the same
work-procedure
procedure as has been being followed in case of official correspondence
and noting in English.
9. As per Government decision, English numbe
numbers
rs will be used in all government
works. Though these numbers are regarded as Arabic, but it had actually
originated from India, and has been termed as ‘the international form of Indian
numbering system’ vide Article 343 of the Indian Constitution.
10. While disposing
isposing a government correspondence, the date will be written in a
specific manner. In the process first write Zû. Then the name of the month, then
give a comma, and after that write the number pertaining to the year; e.g., Zû.15
@ù_âf, 1984. It will do if we don’t write ‘Lâú’ for the Christian Era, but if any
other Era is being used, then the name of that Era has to be mentioned after
giving its number; e.g., Zû.17 `ûfþMê^, 1906 gKû±ö Moreover, while writing the
date, we may not write thee name of the month, and instead mention its number;
e.g., Zû.15-4-1984.
11. Further it has been clarified in the directives, that the names of the English months
have been being written variously in Odia script viz., Rû^êdûeú, Rû^êdûeò, Rû^ê@ûeú,
Rû^ê@ûeò, ~û^ê
^êdûeú, ~û^êdûeò, ~û^ê@ûeú, ~û^ê@ûeò etc. In order to standardize it the
names of the English months will be written as: Rû^ê@ûeò, ù`aé@ûeò, cûyð, @ù_âf,

cA, Rê^þ, RêfûA, @MÁ, ùiù_Ö´e,
´e, @@ùKÖûae, ^ùb´e, Wòùi´eö
Self-Check Exercise 3
Give brief answers to the following questions:
1. What should a translator do when he encounters a term whose synonym in the
target language is not available in any standard dictionary?
___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. Write down the correct / approved form of English months in Odia.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_____
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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12.6.2

Using Abbreviations in official procedures:

Though abbreviations are in use in government procedures, it has always been
een
advised not to do so. Still some such widely used abbreviations are in use while
working in English. We should use the complete phrase in Odia in place of such
abbreviations. For example:

PUC= aòPû~ðý _Zâ ,

DFA= @^êùcû\^
cû ^òcù« PòVû, bdi= Cbd \ò^ iùcZ
A few abbreviations in Odia too are in use; viz., Zû. =ZûeòL (date) U.=Uuû (Rupees)
iõ.=iõLýû (Number) etc. It is however advisable not to use abbreviations in official
work procedures.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.7

Glossary of Some Administrative Expressions (English to Odia)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

It is advised that the translator should use the Glossary of Administrative
Terminology, Odia nomenclature of various government offices and those of various
posts, designations of the officers, and the Odia synonyms of standard administrative
phrases given below while discharging their duties. It is however advisable that these
phrases may be changed to fit the context if an officer finds it difficult to use them
strictly in its original form.
A brief glossary of administrative phrases, orders and expressions etcetera used in
government offices of Odisha State as available in the aforesaid publications of the
government is given below for your easy reference.
12.7.1 Translation
ion of Administrative Phrases
Noting
oting and endorsement of Orders

aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûVKe«ê
PUC for kind perusal :
\dûKeò aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûVKe«ê
PUC is a report regarding… from:
aòPû~ðý _ZâUò ...uVûeê...iõKâû«ùe GK eòù_ûUð @ùU
PUC along with its enclosures :
aòPû~ðý _Zâ Z[û Zûjû ijòZ iõfMÜ KûMR_Zâ
Verbal orders:
ùcøLòK @ûù\g
Our discussion may be recalled :
@ûce @ûùfûP^û cù^_Kû«ê
Notes above for kind perusal :
\dûKeò C_efòLòZ Uò®Yú _ûVKe«ê
Notes above explain the position fully
lly :
C_efòLòZ Uò®Yúùe
ùe @aiÚû _ìeû a‰òðZ ùjûA@Qò
Notes from preceding page :
_ìað _éÂû /_éÂû- (Uò®Yú)Vûeê Uò_þ_Yú _ûVKe«ê
Ke«ê
page-N may be perused (N = Note):
_ìað _éÂû / ‘N’ PòjÜòZ _éÂûVûeê Uò®Yú _ûV Ke«ê
This is in accordance with Section 12 of the Act: Gjû @]ò^òdce ]ûeû 12 @^êiûeú @ùU
This is regarding… :
Gjû... iõKâû« @ùU
The letter at page-/C
/C is self explanatory :_éÂûu(_Zâ aò^òcd)ùe [òaû _Zâùe aòhdUò _âû¬k ùjûA@Qò
PUC for perusal :

(C = Correspondence)
Attention is invited to the letter at flag
flag-‘A’: ‘K’ PòjÜòZ _Zâ _âZò \éÁò @ûKhðY Keû~ûCQò
As per Sec.15 of the Act this is permissible : Gjû @]ò^òdce ]ûeû 15 @^ê~ûdú MâjYúd
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RYû~ûA@Qò ù~
It may safely presumed that :
Êz¦ùe ]eò^ò@û~ûA_ûùe ù~
It is based on facts :
Gjû Z[ý C_ùe @û]ûeòZ
It is supported by documents :
\fòf \ßûeû ic[òðZ
It was previously submitted that:
_ìaðeê ^òùa\òZ ùjûA[òfû ù~
It appears that :
_âZúZ ùjC@Qò ù~ / ùaû] ùjC@Qò ù~
It appears to have been stated that:
Kêjû~ûA[òaû bkò ùaû] ùjC@Qò ù~
It will not be out of place to state that:
Kjòùf @aû«e ùja^ûjó ù~
It is needless to mention that :
CùfäL Keòaû @^ûagýK ù~
It appears quite reasonable :
Gjû @Zý« ~êqò~êq ùaû]jêG
In this connection it may be pointed out that :G i´§ùe \gûð~ûA_ûùe ù~
In view of the facts stated above :
C_efòLòZ Z[ýûakú \éÁòeê
In these circumstances :
G _eòiÚòZòùe
Keeping all these in view :
Giaê _âZò \éÁòù\A
It is therefore submitted that :
@ZGa ^òùa\^ Keû~ûC@Qò ù~
He may be asked to explain :
ZûjûuVûeê ùK÷`òdZ Zfa Keû~ûC
He may be asked to explain his conduct : ZûjûuVûeê ^òR @ûPeYe ùK÷`òdZ Zfa Keû~ûC
It is understood that :

He may however be permitted with the following conditions:

~ûjû ùjC^û KûjóKò, Zûjûuê ^òcÜ i©ðùe @^êcZò \òò@û~ûA_ûùe
He may be allowed to draw :
CVûAaûKê Zûjûuê @^êcZò \ò@û~ûC
He may be permitted to do so :
G_eò KeòaûKê Zûjûuê @^êcZò \ò@û~ûC
No action may be taken, No action need be taken, No action is necessary: Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ @^ûagýK
No action appears to be necessary :
ùKøYiò Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ @ûagýK ùaûfò ùaû] ùjC^ûjó
Director may like to issue a DO letter to:^òùŸðgK ...uê GK @¡ðieKûeú _Zâ ù\aûKê
aûKê Pûjó_ûe«ò
Director may perhaps like to see it :
^òùŸðgK jêGZ Gjû ù\LòaûKê Pûjó_ûe«ò
This Directorate may not agree to the proposal: Gjò ^òùŸðgûkd Cq _âÉûaùe i¹Z ùjûA^_ûùe
There appears to be no reason, to agree to the proposal:
May be given :

_âÉûaùe i¹Z ùjaû fûMò ùKøYiò ~êqò [òaûbkò ùaû]jêG ^ûjó
\ò@û~ûC
\ò@û^~ûC

May not be given :
Since no reply has been received as yet a reminder may be issued:

G~ûaZþ ùKøYiò C©e ^còkò[òaû ùjZê GK @^êiàûeK \òò@û~ûC
GK eòù_ûUð / gì^ý eòù_ûUð \ò@û~ûC

A report/nil report may be given :
This may await receipt of information from the Collector:
Submitted for orders :
For favour of approval :
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Query above :
Observations of FD :

C_~ðêýq _âgÜ
@[ð aòbûMe c«aý
ORDERS @ûù\g

After the DA’s noting, the officer has to endorse his order on the note-sheet.
note sheet. In this
case too if it is found difficult to strictly adopt the phrases suggested herein, then it
may be used with necessary changes.
As proposed :
Zûjûjó ùjC / Keû~ûC
As at ‘A’ :

‘K’ PòjÜ @^ê~ûdú
Please speak/ Please discuss /Please bring up : @ûùfûP^û Ke«ê / @ûùfûP^ûKê @ûY«ê / \ééÁòKê @ûY«ê
Put up on 5th December :
Wòùi´e 5ùe ù_gþ Ke«ê
Put up after my return from tour :
cêñ MÉeê ù`eòaû _ùe ù_gþ Ke«ê
I agree :
cêñ G[òùe eûRò
Yes :
jñ
FD Concur :
@[ð aòbûM ijcZ / @[ð aòbûM ijcZò ù\CQ«ò
CQ«ò
FD regret :
@[ð aòbûM \êüLòZ
Ask him to explain :
ZûjûuVûeê ùK÷`òdZ Zfa Ke«ê
Let the officer submit his explanation :
@]òKûeú ^òRe ùK÷`òdZ \ò@«ê
No, orders at page- be carried out first :
^û, _éÂû... e @ûù\g _â[ùc _ûkòZ ùjC
This may wait :
@ù_lû Keû~ûC
We will take it up later on :
_ùe aòPûe Keû~òa
Representation is rejected :
@ûùa\^ ^ûc¬êe ùjfû
Approved :
@^êùcû\òZ ùjfû
Approved as at ‘A’ :
PòjÜ ‘K’Vûùe aýq ùjaû _âKûùe @^êùcû\òòZ ùjfû
__________(Officer) to note :
__________ (@]òKûeú) Uò_òeL«ê
Noted :
Uò_òeLòfò
Seen :
ù\Lòfò
Leave granted :
QêUò c¬êe ùjfû
Prayer disallowed :
_âû[ð^û ^ûc¬êe ùjfû
________ is warned :
__________ uê ùPZûa^ú \ò@û~ûCQò
The officer should have been more diligent : @]òKûeú @]òK Z_ôe ùjaû CPòZ [òfû
The officer has not exerted fully :
@]òKûeú _ì‰ð cûZâûùe LUò^ûjû«ò
Thanks. A reply may be sent according
accordingly : ]^ýaû\ö Z\^êiûùe C©e _Vû~ûC
Issue :
_Vû~ûC
This may be dealt with in ____ :
Gjûe aòPûe... ùe ùjC
This should have been dealt with in______
in______: Gjûe aòPûe ...ùe ùjaû CPòZ [òfûö
Issue and put up :
_VûAiûeò ù_gþ Ke«ê
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Common Expressions used in official noting and drafting
Some of the common expressions used in the process of noting and drafting in
various offices are given here to provide some ready
ready-made
made material for you; this will
be of immense
se use for you while translating official documents.
s. However, strict
adherence to these expressions is not mandatory; you may change and use more
appropriate expressions according to the context in hand.
By order of Governor :
By order :

eûRý_ûku @ûù\gKâùc
@ûù\gKâùc

Contents of this letter may be brought to the notice of all concerned :
Consequent on / upon ________ :

Gjò _Zâe aòhdaÉê iµéq icÉu \ééÁòKê @Yû~ûC
_____ e _eòYûcùe / ______ KûeYeê

Copy forwarded to________
________ for information and necessary action :
Gjûe ^Kf_____u @aMZò I @ûagýK Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ ^òcù« _VûMfû
Government has been pleased to decide :

ieKûe ^ò¿©ò Keò@Q«ò ù~

Government have had under consideration for some time past the question as to :

......aò
aòhdUò aòMZ KòQòKûk ùjfû ieKûeue aòPûeû]ú^ ejò[ôfû
Government have observed with displeasre : ieKûe aòeûM ijòZ flý KeòQ«ò
Government have viewed with concern the low standard of officers :
@]ôKûeúcû^u ^òcÜ cû^ ùN^ò ieKûe C\þþùaM _âKûg KeòQ«ò
Government have been pleased to allow Shri ABC to ________:
_____ ^òcù« gâú @cêKuê ieKûe @^êcZò ù\AQ«ò
ù
I am directed to say / inform that :
cêñ ^òùŸðgKâùc KjêQò / RYûCQò ù~
I am desired to inform that :
cêñ @ûù\gKâùc RYûCQò ù~
In accordance with ________ :
________ @^êiûùe
In continuation of ________ :
________ Kâc @^ê~ûdú
In forwarding / enclosing herewith_____ : Gjû ijòZ _____ _VûAaû / iõfMÜ Keòaû iùw iùw
In inviting your attention to the_______ : _________âZò @û_Yu \éÁò @ûKhðYKeò
In inviting a reference to____________ : _____________âZò \éÁò @ûKhðY _ìaðK
In partial modification of________ :
________ e @ûõgòK _eòa©ð^ Keû~ûA
In pursuance of ________ :
________ Kê @^êieYKeò
In supersession of ________ :
________ Kê @]ôKâcYKeò
Instances have come to the notice of the Government : NUYûcû^ ieKûeu \éÁòKê @ûiòQò
Instances have occurred when officers have done such and such :
@]ôKûeúcûù^ G_eò Keòaûe ajê NUYû NUòQò
It has been brought to the notice of the Government that : ieKûeu \éÁòKê @Yû~ûAQò ù~
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^ò¿©ò ùjûAQò ù~
It has come to the notice of the Government that : ieKûeu \éÁòKê @ûiòQò ù~
The undersigned is directed to say that :
^òcÜ ÊûleKûeú ^òùŸðgKâùc KjêQ«ò ù~
This has been clearly laid down :
Gjû ÆÁbûaùe ^òŸòðÁ Keû~ûAQò
This matter has been under active consideration of the Government :
aòhdUò iKâòd bûùa ieKûeue aòPûeû]ú^ ejòQò
This may be observed strictly :
GjûKê KWÿûKWÿò bûaùe _ûk^ Keû~ûC
This may be strictly adhered to :
GjûKê KWÿûKWÿò bûaùe _ûk^ Keòaûùe ùKøYiò aýZòKâc ^NUê
With reference to__________ :
_____________âiwùe
With a view to__________ :
__________ flýùe
You are therefore directed to submit your explanation :
@ZGa @û_Yuê ùK÷`òdZ ù\aû ^òcù« ^òùŸðg \òò@û~ûCQ
It has been decided that :

Nomenclature of activities / transactions / Official documents
Encashment of Earned Leave on Retirement : @aie MâjYùe @RòðZ QêUòe @[ûðd^
Office Memorandum and Endorsement :

Kû~ðýûkd iàûeK I _éÂûu^

Creation of Post :

_\iéÁò

Permanency of Temporary Post :

@iÚûdú _\e iÚûdúKeY

Letter of Appointment :

^ò~êqò_Zâ

Notification of Appointment :

^ò~êqò @]ôiìP^û

Order of Confirmation :

aûùjfò @ûù\g

Order of Officiating Promotion :

iÚû^û_^Ü _ù\û^ÜZò @ûù\g

Sanction of Journey Tour :

MÉ~ûZâûe c¬êeò

Sanction of Leave Travel Concession :

QêUò bâcY eò@ûZò c¬êeò

Grant of Earned Leave :

@RòðZ QêUò c¬êeò

Grant of Surrender Leave :

QêUò ic_ðY c¬êeò

Leave Surrender Certificate :

QêUò ic_ðY _âcûY_Zâ

Grant of Interest Free Advance :

iê]cêq @Mâòc c¬êeò

Grant of House Building Advance :

Méj^òcûðY @Mâòc c¬êeò

Part Final Withdrawal From General Provident Fund : iû]ûeY
û]ûeY baòhý^ò]ôeê @ûõgòK PìWÿû« _âZýûjûe
Installation of Telephone Connection :

ùUfòù`û^þ iõù~ûMòKeY

Acknowledgement of Nomination :

cù^û^d^ `ûece _âû¯ò ÊúKéZò

D.O. (Demmi-Official
Official Letter) Reminder :

@¡ðieKûeú @^êiàûeK
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Self-Check Exercise-4
Translate the following expressions into Odia:
1. PUC for perusal __________________________________________
2. PUC for kind perusal _______________________________________
3. Notes above for kind perusal _________________________________
4. Page-N
N may be perused (N = Note)__________________________________
Note)
5. This is in accordance with Section 12 of the Act
Act________________________
_______________________________________________________________
6. Attention is invited to the letter at flag-‘A’_____________________________
flag
_____________________________
7. In view of the facts stated above _____________________________________
8. Submitted for orders _______________________________________
_______________________________________
9. For favour of approval ______________________________________
10. __________(Officer) to note _____________________________________
11. Copy forwarded to________
________ for information and necessary action
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
12. I am desired to inform that ___________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.8

Summing up

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

1. The language used and accepted by law for doing all the works in the government
offices is called the Official Languag
Language.
2. Constitution of India provides that Hindi with Devanagari script will be used in
the Central government offices all over the country as the official language of the
Union.. All correspondence to state government offices and persons residing in
such Statess and Union Territories where Hindi is easily understood and widely
used in public will be made in Hindi and to other States in English.
3. As per the provisions of the Indian Constitution, various States have adopted their
own regional language as the offic
official
ial language of the respective States and
likewise Odisha too has enacted that Odia will be its official language. However,
both in the Central and State offices, the international form of the Indian digits are
used instead of writing them in the indigenous
indigenou scripts.
4. However, English may be used in the Parliament, State Legislatures, Courts and
Tribunals, Judicial and Quasi-Judicial
Judicial work procedures and all matters related to
or arising out of it. Besides, English is also used for matters related to technical
technica
subjects, Tenders, Accounting and Traffic Symbols.
5. Widely
idely used and accepted words and phrases in the official language that denote
specific meanings are known as the Administrative terminology. When such
terms are used in the administration, it is ‘Administrative Terminology’, if used in
the knowledge of science, it becomes ‘Scientific Terminology’ and when related
to a technical subject, we call it ‘Technical Terminology.’
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6. Since official work is being done in every sector of modern civilization, the scope
of administrative terminology engulfs almost all the branches of human activity
beginning from the government departments up to the media and sports. T
Though
hough
the
he Commission for Scientific and Te
Technical Terminology has listed such
departments, we have to look beyond that, because lack of a common
administrative terminology in other walks of modern civilized life may also create
a lot of confusion.
7. While a single word often carries different meanings in the same language,
language a single
activity or thing is also denoted by many words. This creates a lot of confusion and
may be misinterpreted in a sense other than that in which the sentence was created.
This becomes
es all the more risky when the subject is related to science and
technology. It is therefore necessary that words and phrases used for official
purposes be standardized and approved by a legally authorized agency.
8. For the purpose of bringing uniformity in the administrative terminology and
creation of study material for the students, government of India has set up a
‘Commission
Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology
Terminology’ under the HRD Ministry,
Department of Higher Education to re
re-examine
examine the terms in use, to create and
cause to create and approve a common glossary of administrative terminology in
various Indian languages. The commission is of permanent nature and is the
supreme authority
ty in this field. The Commission has laid down guidelines for
translation of such terminology in indigenous languges.
languges
9. A translator is free to coin his new term according to the principles laid down by
the central Commission if he fails to find the synonymi
synonymicc term in the target
language in the approved glossaries and other standard dictionaries.
10. Law department, Government of Odisha has published glossaries in two
compilations, viz., ‘_âgûi^ g±ùKûg’ and ‘ieKûeú bûhû ijPe’ corresponding to
administrative terminology
inology and noting-drafting respectively. Similarly, Odia
Bhasha Pratisthan, Sansskriti Bhawan, State Museum Campus, Bhuaneswar has
also published two compilations viz. _âgûi^ g±ùKûg, and Kû~ðýûkd ^[ò. Besides,
some private authors have also tried to bring out such compilations. Odia Bhasha
Pratisthan, Sanskruti Bhawan, State Museum Campus, Bhubaneswar
Bhubaneswar-751014
751014 has
also published ‘_âgûi^ g±ùKûg’ which may be referred to while translating
Official documents from English to Odia.
11. Govrnment of Odisha vide the Odisha Secretariat Instructions (IWÿògû iPòaûkd

@^êù\gûakú) and Odisha Records Manual, 1964 (IWÿògû @bòùfL _âKeY _êÉK) have
laid down certain directives regarding the language of noting and drafting in the
Government of Odisha offices. It also gives the st
standard
andard transcription of the
English months, mode of dating a document in Odia etcetera while advising to
avoid abbreviations except only the ones that have been widely in use. Odia
Bhasha Pratisthan too has published ‘Kû~ðýûkd ^[ô (@û\gð
gð Uò®Yú I PòVû ^cê^û

_êÉK)’ which is of immense use in official documents translation.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.9 Model Answers to Self-Check
Check Exercises
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

Self-Check Exercise 1
1. What do you mean by an Official Language?
The language used for official transactions of the government in its various
departments and their subordinate offices with the legal sanction under the
Constitution of India is known as the Official Language.

2. Define Administrative Terminology.
Such words and phrases that are used in specific sense or acquired meaning in a
particular field of science, knowledge, administration or any other human activity,
taken together is called ‘Administrative Terminology.’
Self-Check Exercise 2
directed:
Translate thesee Administrative terms into Odia as directed
1. ‘Administer’ in medical science & law:
law Jh] aû AõùRKè^ ù\aû, fûMê Keòaûö
2. ‘Transaction’ in general administration and banking sector:
sector Kû~ðýûkdùe ùjC[ôaû Kûc
official work,

@[ð ù^Y-ù\Y remit, withdraw or transfer money.
3. ‘sense’ in literature, medical science and law
law:
cûù^ aû aòùgh @[ð technical
meaning, ùPZû aû ùPZ^û consciousness, aûeòaû aû @^êcû^ Keòaû guess or imagine.
4. ‘draw’ in literature, sports, and banking
banking: UûYòaû, ùLkùe Cbd _l icû^ Éeùe ejòaû,
LûZûeê Uuû CVûAaû
law: cûUòZùk, @ûcôùMû_^
5. ‘Underground’ in literature and law
6. ‘Party’ in literature, sports, finance and law
law: ùbûRòbûZ, \k, aýaiûd iõiÚû, _l
7. ‘Act’ in literature and Law: ^ûUKe @u, Kûc Keòaû, @bò^d Keòaû, @ûA^
8. ‘Century’ in literature Sports: gZû±ú, gZK aû gùj _G<
9. ‘Lodge’ in literature and law: aûiKeòaû, @bòù~ûM \ûLf Keòaû
10.‘Counter’
‘Counter’ in literature, banking and law: SeKû, aòùeû] Keòaû aû _ûfUû @bòù~ûM Keòaû
11.Civl Court and Civil Society: ù\IßIßû^ú @\ûfZ
@
Gaõ ^ûMeòK icûR
Self-Check Exercise 3
1. What should a translator do when he encounters a term whose synonym in the
target language is not available in any standard dictionary?
When a translator encounters a term whose synonym in the target language is not
available
ailable in any standard dictionary, he should coin his own word keeping in view
the guidelines laid down by the Commission for Scientific and Technological
Terminology, Ministry of HRD, Deptt of Higher Education.
2. Write down the correct form of English months in Odia.
According to the Odisha Secretariat Instructions (IWÿògû iPòaûkd @^êù\gûakú) and
Odisha Records Manual, 1964 (IWÿògû @bòùfL _âKeY _êÉK) the names of the English
months should be written as Rû^ê@ûeò, ù`aé@ûeò, cûyð, @ù_âf, cA, Rê^þ, RêfûA, @MÁ,

ùiù_Ö´e, @ùKÖûûae,
ae, ^ùb´e, Wòùi´eö
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Self-Check Exercise 4
Translate t he following into Odia:
1. PUC for perusal : aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûV
_ûVKe«ê
2. PUC for kind perusal : \dûKeò
dûKeò aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûVKe«ê
_ûV
3. Notes above for kind perusal : \
\dûKeò C_efòLòZ Uò®Yú _ûVKe«ê
4. Page-N
N may be perused (N = Note) : _ìað _éÂû / ‘N’ PòjÜòZ _éÂûVûeê Uò®Yú _ûVKe«ê
5. This is in accordance with Section 12 of the Act: Gjû @]ò^òdce ]ûeû 12 @^êiûeú @ùU
6. Attention is invited to the letter at flag
flag-‘A’: ‘K’ PòjÜòZ _Zâ _âZò \éÁò @ûKhðY Keû~ûCQò
7. In view of the facts stated above: C_efòLòZ Z[ýûakú \éÁòe
8. Submitted for orders : @ûù\g
g ^òcù« ^òùa\ò
a Z ùjfû
9. For favour of approval : @^êùcû\
\^ _ûAñ
10. __________(Officer) to note: __________ (@]òKûeú) Uò_òeL«ê
11. Copy forwarded to________
________ for information and necessary
neces
action:
Gjûe ^Kf_____u @aMZò I @ûagýK Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ ^òcù« _VûMfû
12. I am desired to inform that: cêñ ^òùŸðgKâùc KjêQò / RYûCQò ù~
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

12.10

Model Questions

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

A.

Briefly answer the following questions:
1. Does Administrative Terminology engulf activities of all the departments of
the government and even the banks, judiciary, sports and media etc.? Justify
your answer.

2. Describe in brief the work done hitherto for evolving a common administrative
terminology in Odia as the official language.
3. What guideline is given regarding the use of words from foreign languages that
are widely used in science and technology or day-to-day life?
4. Is the use of English in the Parliament or Legislative Assembly valid? Give
reasons.
5. Hindi or Odia digits are not used in Central or Odisha State government offices.
What is the legal provision about it?
6. What do you mean by ‘standardization of administrative terminology’?
7. How do you endorse a date on an official document correctly in Odia
Odia?
8. What do you know about the use of abbreviations in an official procedure?

B.

Translate the following terms into Odia:
1. Abeyance 2. Warning 3. Appointment 4. Approval 5. Put-up
Put up 6. Register
7. Supervision 8. Inspection 9. Prospects 10. Prospec
Prospectus
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C. Word-Magic
Word Magic-1
Translate the following sentences into Odia with the appropriate contextual meaning
of the word ‘term’:
(a) The teacher asked, “What do you mean by the term (_\, g±) ‘ultras’? ________
____________________________________________________________________
(b) ‘Habeas Corpus’ is a legal term (aò]ôK/^ýûdòK g±). _________________________
____________________________________________________________________
(c) The press termed (@bòjòZ Kfû, @ûLýû ù\fû)
ù
Modi’s New York visit a triumph (aòRd).
____________________________________________________________________
(d) Today is the first day of the second term (iZâ, Kû~ðýKûk) of the year. __________
______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________
(e) A mid-term (c¤ûa]ô) by-election
election (C_^òaûðP^) in inevitable. _________________
____________________________________________________________________
(f) The policy is near the end of its term (@a]ô). _____________________________
____
(g) Always think over for long term (\úNðcò@û\ú) plans and avoid such short-term

(ÊÌKûkú^) solutions. _________________________
___________________________________________________
__________________________
____________________________________________________________________
(h) We will not accept
ept these terms (i©ð). The other party will never agree with this
on any terms (ùKøYiò _âKûùe) whatsoever. ___________________________________
__________
____________________________________________________________________
(i) The question of financing the enterprise was not within our terms (aò
aòPûe @ûùfûP^û,

^ò¿©ò) of reference. _________________________
___________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
(j) Try to be on friendly terms (iµKð
iµKð) with everyone. ________________________
____________________
____________________________________________________________________
(k) The third party is trying to compete with us on unfair terms (@iû]ê C_ûd). _____
____________________________________________________________________
(l)

The officer has taken the stand that women should be conscripted (aû¤ZûcìkK

bûùa ùi÷^ý ùgâYúbêq Keòaû) on the same terms (@^êeì_ bûaùe) as men. _____________
____________
____________________________________________________________________
(m) They are not on speaking terms (iµKð). ________________________________
_______
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Unit-13
13
Translation of Official Communications,
Various Types of forms and formats
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Structure of the Unit
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

13.0
13.1

Objectives
Introduction

13.2

How to Translate Official Documents
13.2.1 Method of Translating the Content
13.2.2 Tools and Resources
13.2.3 Presentation and Guidelines

13.3

Sample Official Documents and Forms for Practice in Translation
13.3.1 Press Release
13.3.2 Legal Matters
13.3.3 Telecom
13.3.4 Banking and Commerce
13.3.5 Administrative Matters
13.3.6 Translation of Forms

13.4
13.5

Summing Up
Check Exercises
Model Answers to Self-Check

___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________

13.0

Objectives

_______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________

After going through this unit you will be able to:
•
•
•
•

comprehend the meaning of official documents
recognize the nature of official documents
be acquainted with various types of official documents and their format
be able to translate different types of official documents, forms etcetera into
Odia;

______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

13.1

Introduction

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________

Due to British imperialism and colonization of India, English became the official
language of the country. Most of our laws and acts are still British laws and in
English. Even after independence, we continued to use English for every transaction
in the offices, whether government or private. This has created
ated a huge gap between
the administration and the common man as s/he has little or a little knowledge of this
foreign language that makes him unable to read or understand what the rules, various
projects, development plans mean for him. Owing to this gap s/he has to seek the help
of intermediaries like the advocates, muharrirs, brokers and touts and subjected to
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unnecessary harassment, taxation and exploitation. The situation has greatly hindered
individual development and progress of the country.
Therefore,
re, in a bid to curb this problem, governments of the Indian
I dian Union and the
States have begun working in the local languages. Besides several provisions in the
Indian Constitution, a great deal of rules and regulations have been framed to
encourage the government
rnment officials, banks, corporate houses, NGOs and every
agency having any type of public dealing to use Hindi or any regional language in
their official procedures and communictions
communictions.. However, since the documents
pertaining to all the work done previously is available in English, it becomes difficult
to get any kind of help in the content, format or specific terminology from the
previous records while dealing with a similar case in a regional language.. The entire
administration is therefore now busy creating all the rules, regulations, official
communications, formats and forms etcetera in the regional languages with the help
of efficient translators.
Due to fast modernization, nationalization,
lization, globalization and specially profitability
based activities such as FDIs etc., the remote and tribal India is gradually merging
into mainstream India and thus various issues are emerging in the area of document
translation. State level activities as well as activities carried out in indigenous
communities need to be translated for the purpose of official and formal
documentation for references and progress at state as well as national level.
Sometimes tribal village heads are giving data which need to be converted into
reports involving issues and documented in appropriate format in the state and
national language and English as well
well. This kind of multi-lingual
lingual document
translation process is an emerging trend in India today and this specialized fie
field
ld has
entered research to increase its efficacy
effic cy and standards under a broad term called
Document Translation.
Document translation thus technically refers to transfer of information from a certain
source to another source and target in a multi
multi-layered complex
mplex way for the purpose of
recording events, issues and data pertinent to a specific project for the purpose of
document management in the private sectors for themselves and for the purpose of
liaisoning with concerned governments and their own head offices
offices and country
offices.
Large bulks of documents are practically entering office transactions everyday
through various ways such as casual conversation translation, unofficial data
collection and translation and the like. These are nnot always literal translation.
ion. This
happens in typical multi-lingual
lingual situations in which representatives of a tribal
community, for example, speaks to the catalyst and the catalyst speaks to the office
bearer of the local standard regional language which is Odia in case of com
communities
munities
residing in the state of Odisha and then the entire document gets translated and
documented in English and/or the regional language for the reference of central
government and state government.
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Self-Check Exercise-1
1. Why do the assistants and officers in our states find it difficult to work in the
regional languages?
13.2

How to Translate Official Documents

13.2.1 Method of Translating the Content:
Content
Literal translation or metaphrase,, i.e. exact word-for-word
word translation has been one of
the most common conventional strategies in the field of translating official documents
so far. Due to the predominance of English in the field of higher education, invariably
every Indian tries to learn English;
sh; and in the process, the normal vernaculars too
have acquired a diglosia (\ßòbûhú cògâòZ bûhû) like form with frequent insertions of
English words. There is yet another reason behind it. Most of the official procedures
practised in India are the ones that
at exist
existed in Great Britain and used in Inida since the
days when the country was a colony of the British. It is often felt that due to
inadequacies of skilful linguistic competence in the source as well as the target
language some English words have acquired irrevokable position in Indian languages
in the domain of official language.
If we go for a word to word translation we may commit blunders. Go through the
sentence in the source language, understand it clearly with its context, guess the
contextual
al technical meaning of the words used therein and then reproduce it in the
target language in its normal structure of sentences. Try to find out the laid down
synonyms of the administrative terminology in the target language from the govt.
approved glossaries
ries and standard dictionaries to make your translation acceptable and
intelligible. If you deviate from the commonly used terminology as per the context of
the subject, people may find it difficult to grasp what you want to say, or may even
mistake with a wrong meaning other than that what you had in your mind while
presenting the translation.
We can also take the help of CAT (Computer Assisted Translation); but it may
suggest such translation that may not be compatible to the original context or
structural
al nature of the target language and hence needs careful editing. Remember
emember
that Odia and English have different structures of the sentences in respect of the
position of the subject, verb, adjective and object etcetera. Since you have to refer to
the concerned
rned glossaries and other standard dictionaries every now and then, these
reference materials should always be with you before you proceed to translate
something. It requires a lot of patience
patience, otherwise you may commit mistakes. Practice
will make you remember
mber the administrative terms and expressions that you come
across time and again. No need to get by heart them.
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13.2.2 Tools and Resources:
Some of the useful tools and resources are as follows:
1. _âgûi^ g±ùKûg, Law department, Government of Odisha
2. _âgûi^ g±ùKûg, IWÿò@û bûhû _âZòÂû^, iõÄéZò ba^, eûRý iõMâjûkd _eòie, bêaù^gße-751014
751014
3. Kû~ðýûkd ^[ò, IWÿò@û bûhû _âZòÂû^, iõÄéZò ba^, eûRý iõMâjûkd _eòie, bêaù^gße-751014
751014
4. ieKûeú bûhû ijPe, Law department, Government of Odisha
5. Glossary of Administrative Ter
Terms, (English-Hindi)
Hindi) Commission for Scientific
& Tech.Terminology
6. ^òbðêf ùfLûe cìkiìZâ, ù_âû. ^úkû\âòâ bìhY jeòP¦^, cûfýa« _âKûg^, bêaù^gße
7. Oxford English Odia Dictionary, by BK Tripathy & KM Patnaik, Oxford
University Press.
8. English-Odia
Odia Dictionary, Odisha State Bureau of Text Book Preparation and
Production
9. CAT tools like (a) http://translate.google.com (b) website http://tdil-dc.in
13.2.3 Presentation & Guidelines:
Guidelines
A translated document varies in some way or oother
ther from the original document; the
best any translator can do is to try to produce the most accurate text in the target
language. Besides following the above method, one has to incorporate the following
characateristics, attributes in the translated text for authentication.
1. The original format and layout of the document has to be maintained. In case a
change is felt necessary, it can be done with a sutable note at the bottom of the
translated text. The page numbers, paragraph details and other reference details
of the translated text should be properly cited when the format and layout of the
translated material are different from the original text.
2. Names of people, places, countries, stamps, accredit
accreditations
ations etc have to be signed
by the designated authorities who authenticate the translation of the official
document from the source to target lnguage.
3.

A heading mentioning the source material and source language. In case of an
extract it has to be mentioned
oned along with the info about the original source
material;

4. English is very different from Indian languages in terms of lexicon, syntax and
manner of expressing things. The translated text should therefore match with
these aspects of the target language;
5. The terminology as determined and approved by the Commission for Scientific
and Technical Terminology,, New De
Delhi should be used with compatibility to
the principles as laid down by the Commission;
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6. The translated documen should be certified as the ‘original copy’ of the source
material with authentication of the appropriate authority. Authorized
Authorized// certified
translators have the right to authenticate their own translation with the
appropriate jargons (_ûeòbûhòK g±ûakú) used by them that they may certifyy that
they did for best output. Such aauthentication has to be done by an appropriate
authority in case of uncertified translators;
translator
7. The translation has to be done in accaordance wit the provisions of the Copy
Right Act, with the
he permission of the author/ publsisher or whosover is the copy
right holder;
translation;
8. Completeness and accuracy is the most important aspect of translation
9. Every omission of rows, columns and words should be duly mentioned with
specific reasons why the translator has opted for such a decision
decision;
10. Page number of the original texts and translated texts may differ. In this case,
the translator may insert the original page number of the source material and the
new page number of the translated
anslated source to avoid confusion;
11. Notes from the translator, names of the signatories and concerned parties are
important for the purpose of official translation. Address details, numbers and
dates must maintain accuracy to avoid confusion;
confusion
12. All notes should
ould be given in different fonts or hand
hand-writing
writing because this is a
special feature of the innovative translation work;
13. Abbreviations, certifications, distinctions inserted by the translator, typing
errors which have been identified later on must be added iin
n a separate sheet
which must be attached to the translated document at the end.
14. For the legal purposes, or if the document translated has high judicial attribute,
then an affidavit from the court is required to authenticate the translation;
translation
15. Signature of the translator is necessary under every translation of official
documents for accountability;
16. A declaration
eclaration that the translation of a given text is true and accurate should be
made and signed by the translator. Disclaimer of the translation may be allowed
below the signature of the declaration if allowed by the concerned office.
Self-Check Exercise- 2
Answer in brief the following questions:
1. Why do you think that Indian languages have acquired a diglosia like form?
2. What do you mean by CAT?
3. What is the disadvantage in using CAT tools for translation?
4. How do you translate the content of the text in an official language?
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____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________

13.3 Sample Official Documents and Forms for Practice in Translation
tion
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________

As has been stated earlier, good knowledge of the theory of translation does not give
you the expertise of translating various types of texts from one language to another.
Untill now you are already aware of the principles, methods and rules etc pertaining
to translation of Administrative terminology. It however requires a lot of practice in
translation of various types of official documents and forms etcetera in order to be
well conversant with the process.
Usual documents used in an office environment are circulars, memos, notices,
advertisements, notes, drafts, reports, queries, formal and informal letters
letters, invitations,
requests, complaints, adjustments, sales, purchase, tenders, deals, financial
transactions, bills, various forms and formats, emails, proposals, journals, drafts
drafts, web
eb
portals etcetera to name a very few.
Let us try to translate a few official documents, forms and formats into Odia:
13.3.1

PRESS RELEASE

PRESS RELEASE
DateThe National Student Helpline (NSH) is India’s leading and a bold private initiative
to provide relevant, transparent and untainted information and service to the students
and parents.
The aim is to spread awareness among the students and all stakeholders in the field of
education. It aims to empower, and provide them all the help and support they need;
and to work as eyes and ears for all of them, viz., the parents, teachers, educational
service providers, administrators, regulators, law
law-makers
makers and the society at large. It
aims to supplement the
he government’s efforts in creating awareness among the student
community about various government initiatives and facilities; and guide them for
easy and quick redressal of their difficulties and grievances at various levels.
Besides, NSH also provides an interactive platform for the students to discuss, share
views, ask questions in the matter of academic interest and career prospects, various
government & non-government
government scholarships etcetera.
VISION:
The National Student Helpline (NSH) endeavors to empow
empower
er every student, parents
and all stakeholders such as the guardians, teachers, education service providers,
educational administrators, lawmakers and the society at large, with relevant,
untainted and transparent information so that they know what they mu
must
st know and
demand the best from the system; and to work as eyes and ears for all.
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MISSON:
•

To deploy a ‘Students’ Grievance-Redressal
Grievance
Mechanism’ with world-class
class
features to address the grievances of the student community;

•

To strive to create widespread awareness among the student masses, parents,
and all stakeholders in the education sector about the governmental and
private initiatives in the field of education;

•

To initiate and encourage constructive debate and discussion and out of the
box thinking among
ong the stake holders;

•

To serve as eyes and ears for the educational service providers/
administrators/ regulators and beneficiaries in the educational arena.

PURPOSE
•

To make the students aware and empower them to help and support the
students and parents;

•

To help the students know what they should know to make their learning
process/ experience, smooth and career prospects/ opportunities easier to
achieve;

•

To act as the eyes and ears for all stake holders including educational
administrators and entrepreneurs,
neurs, law-makers
law
and the society at large.

WHY NSH
The students are the most vulnerable section of our society. Parents, teachers,
academic administrators, regulators and law-makers
law makers play a vital role in determining
and shaping their future. The students don’t know what they are being offered to read,
what certificate they hold, which course to go for, what career to choose from and so
on. Coupled with it is the ignorance. Lack of clean and transparent information on the
part of the student leads to an uniformed, inappropriate decision in the matter of
pursuing
ing studies and choosing a career. Students and parents have numerous
grievances, complains. Many a times they are caught in a fix. Unable to find ways to
get solutions, some resign to their fate, and some others completely lose hope.
HOW CAN NSH HELP AND
D SUPPORT
For all your educational needs, queries, complains, grievances, the National Student
Helpline will guide you through appropriate procedures, guide you to the appropriate
authorities and place before them your problems so that you don’t feel help
helpless.
NSH complements others’ endeavor in this regard including government’s efforts in
this area; we are not here to replace them but to complement.
Broadly, the National Student Helpline portal consists of two parts:
•
•

Help & Support
Empowerment
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HELP & SUPPORT
SUP
NSH helps in aggregating and providing relevant information relating to education
and career for all concerned. It also provides support to the students and parents in
addressing their grievances. NSH provides them with necessary guidance to enable
them
em to approach the appropriate authorities and initiates steps for the same. Worth
mentioning here is that NSH works as eyes and ears for all stake
stake-holders
holders as has been
said earlier, viz., the students, parents, teachers and educational service providers,
administrators, regulators, law-makers,
makers, and the society at large; and just anybody
interested in the field.
This section has a students’ grievance redressal system and deploys a world
world-class
class
help-desk
desk software wherein help can be sought and support given to any requester in
a documented manner through various support channels viz., e-mail,
e
web-site,
site, live
livechat, phone, twitter, facebook, postal or courier services.
Apart from all the channels a dedicated mobile phone helpline number
88950 88951 has been provided.
With the deployment of world-class
class help
help-desk
desk software for queries or grievances,
help or support, a student or parent can click on the ‘support’ portal and go to any
link viz., facebook or twitter icon in the Help & Support section at the right hand top
corner of the home page in the web
web-site. The student may also opt for getting the
information by ‘Post or Courier’ mode.
Once you click on the ‘support’ portal, it will guide you to sign up; and having signed
in, you will have access to the complete features of the portal.
NSH provides help and support to the student community with the following tools:
Web site: www.nationalstudenthelpline.in
Weekly education news updates:: Delivered directly to the subscribers’ inbox
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/ nationalstudenthelpline
Twitter handle: www.twitter.com/ nshhelpline
Social media: www.facebook.com/nshhelp
www.facebook.com/nshhelp, www.twitter.com/nshhelp
Ideas and Feedback: This portal can be used by the students, parents, various
educational institutions and all those who visit our website for suggesting new
information and ways and means for further development of the site.
Helpline no. 88950 88951 (at present SMS and WhatsApp only)
EMPOWERMENT
This section deals with resources for further study and career advancement. We
provide clean and transparent information in various fields viz., Admissions,
Scholarships, open and distance learning (ODL)/ Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOC), Skill India and various Entrance tests etcetera.
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INTERACTIVE FORUM
‘Student-Bandhu’: It is a discussion Forum for the students to interact among
themselves on various issues.
Ask the experts: The students and parents can get expert advice on education and
career through this portal.
Discussion Forum: In this portal all those who are con
concerned
cerned with the field of
education can discuss on various issues.
Chief Executive Officer
National Students’ Helpline
Let us see how it can be translated into Odia:

ù_âi aòm¯ò
ZûeòL^ýûi^ûf ÁêùW<þ ùjfÝfûA^ (G^þGiþGPþ) QûZâQZâú I @bòbûaKcû^uê icýKþ iìP^û I ùiaû _â\û^
\
Keê[ôaû bûeZahðe GK @MâYú I ^òbúðK NùeûA CC\ýcö
gòlû ùlZâùe QûZâQûZâú I ZZþiõfMÜ @^ýicÉu c¤ùe iùPZ^Zû iéÁòKeòaû ùjCQò G^þGiþGPþe
_âû[còK CùŸgýö iùPZ^Zû @ûce lcZû aé¡òKùeö ùZYê gòlû ùlZâe iµì‰ð iìP^û _â\û^Keò
QûZâQûZâúu aýZúZ cûZû_òZû, @bòbûaK, gòlK, gòlû aýaiÚû_K, _âgûiK, ii*ûkK,
ûkK, aò]ûdK, G_eòKò
icMâ icûRKê lcZûiµ^Ü Keòaû iûwKê @ûagýKZû^ê~ûdú ijûdZû _â\û^Keò icÉue @ûLô I Kû^ bkò
Kû~ðýKeòaû @ûce CùŸgýö aòbò^Ü ieKûeú iêaò]û I aýaiÚû iµKðùe QûZâ
QûZâicûRùe iùPZ^Zû
iéÁòKeòaûùe ieKûeu _âùPÁûKê ijù~ûM I Zßeû^ßòZ Keòaû @ûce flýö GZ
GZ\þþaýZúZ G^þGiþGPþ
gòlûRMZ ijòZ RWÿòZ C_ùeûq iaê _l aòbò^Ü Éeùe i¹êLú^ ùjC[ôaû aòbò^Ü @iêaò]û I @bòù~ûMe
@ûgê icû]û^ \òMùe ùicû^ue cûMð\gðK bûùa Kû~ðý K
Kùeö ùKak ùiZòKò ^êùjñ, QûZâQûZâúcûù^
gòlû\úlû,
úlû, Kýûeò@e aû RúaòùKû_ûRð^e i¸ûa^û, aòbò^Ü ieKûeú I ùaieKûeú QûZâaé©ò AZýû\òò iµKðùe
^òRe cZûcZ ù\aû
aû Gaõ _âgÜ _Pûeòaû ^òcù« G^þGiþGPþ ùicû^u _ûAñ GK C_~êþq cc* _â\û^ Kùeö

\éÁò

(VISION)

^ýûi^ûf ÁêùW<þ ùjfÝfûA^ (G^þGiþGPþ) C_~êq, Êz I iVòKþ iìP^û ù~ûMûAù\A
ù~ûMûAù _âùZýK aò\ýû[ðú I
cûZû_òZûu ijòZ @bòbûaK, gòlK, gòlûùiaû _â\û^Kûeú, gòlû _âgûiK I aò]ûdK-^ò
^òdûcKu bkò
icûRe @^ý icÉ _lu igqòKeY \òòMùe ùPÁòZ, ~ûjû `kùe ùicûù^ ^òRe mûZaý iaê Z[ý
ijòZ @aMZ ùjûA_ûeòùa I C_f²
_f² aýaiÚû bòZùe [ûA ^òR_ûAñ ùgâÂZc iêaò]û iêù~ûM \ûaú
ûaú
Keò_ûeòùaö Gjò_eò bûaùe G^þGiþGPþ icÉue @ûLò I Kû^ bkò bìcòKû MâjY Kùeö

aâZ (MISSION)
QûZâicûRe @bûa @iêaò]û \ììeKeòaû _ûAñ GK ÁêùW<þ
W iþ Mâòbû^þiþ eòùWâiûf ùcKû^òRòcþ iéÁòKeòaû
• QûZâQûZâú, cûZû_òZû, @bòbûaK I gòlûaýaiÚû ijòZ iµéq @^ý icÉu ^òcù« gòlûRMZùe
ùjC[ôaû Zcûc ieKûeú I ùaieKûeú CC\ýc aû MZòaò]ò iµKðùe iùPZ^Zû iéÁò Keòaû \òòMùe
~^ôaû^þ ùjaû
•
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•

gòlûRMZ ijòZ iµéq iaê _lu c¤ùe MV^cìkK @ûùfûP^û, aòZKð I _âMZògúk Pò«^e
iìZâ_ûZKeò ZûKê @ûùMAù^aû

•

gòlûùiaû _â\û^Kûeú, _âgûiK, ^òdªK
ªK-i*ûkK
ûkK I C_ùbûqûu aýZúZ gòlûRMZ ijòZ RWÿòZ
icÉue @ûLòKû^ bkò bìcòKû MâjY Keòaû

CùŸgý

(PURPOSE )

•

QûZâQûZâú cûZû_òZû I @bòbûaKcû^uê iûjû~ý ijù~ûM ù~ûMûAù
ù~ûMûAù\A
A ùicû^u iùPZ^Zû I
igqòKeY \òMùe Kû~ðýKeòaû

•

mû^@ûjeY I @^êbaKê ijRKeò bf Kýûeò@e i¸ûa^ûKê jûifKeòaû _ûAñ @ûagýK icÉ
mûZaý aòhdùe icÉ Z[ý RûYòaû \òMùe QûZâQûZâúuê iûjû~ý Keòaû

•

gòlûRMZ ijòZ RWÿòZ _âgûiK, Cù\\ýûqû,
ýûqû, aò]ûdK I icMâ icûRe @ûLòKû^ bkò Kû~ðý Keòaû

G^þGiþGPþ KûjóKò
icûRùe aò\ýû[ðúcûù^ jó iaðû]ôK ùb\ýý I iù´
iù´\^gúkö ùicû^u baòhýZe eì_ûd^ùe cûZû_òZû,
gòlK, gòlû-_â
_âgûiK, ^òdªK I aò]ûdKcûù^ cêLý bìcòKû MâjY Keò[û«òö ùicû^uê _Xÿòaû_ûAñ K’Y
\òò@û~ûCQò, Kò’ _âcûY_Zâ @Qò, ùKCñ ùKûiðùe ^ûñ ùfLûAaû CPòZ, ùKCñ Kýûeò@e aûQòaû CPòZ Gjòbkò
@ù^K K[û QûZâcûù^ RûYò_ûe«ò^òö Zû’ iûwKê ejòQò ùicû^u @mZûö
@mZûö icýKþ iìP^ûe @bûaùe gòlû I
Kýûeò@e aûQòaû \ééÁòeê @ù^K icdùe ùi GK iìP^ûaòjú^ I @^ê_~êq ^
^ò¿©ò MâjY Kùeö QûZâ I
@bòbûaKcû^ue @û_©ò @bòù~ûM GùZ ùagò
ùag ù~ @ù^K icdùe ùicûù^ KòõK©ðaýaò
aòcìXÿ ùjûA~û’«òö
iciýûe icû]û^ ùLûRò aûjûe Keòaûùe aò`k ùjùf ùicûù^ ^òR bûMýKê @û\eò
eò ejò~û’«ò, @ûC c¤
@ù^ùK iµì‰ð bûaùe jùZûiôûjòZ ùjûA_Wÿ«òö

ùKcòZò iûjû~ý ijù~ûM ù\a
a G^þGiþGPþ
^ýûi^ûf ÁêùW<þ ùjfÝfûA^ @û_Yue Zcûc @ûagýKZû, Ròmûiû I @û_©ò @bòù~ûMM _ûAñ @û_Yuê iVòKþ
aò]ô iµKðùe iìP^û ù\aû iûwKê C_~êq K©ð
K é_l aû _âû]òKûeúu ^òKUùe _j*ûA ùicû^u ^òKUùe
@û_Yu iciýûKê ~[û~[ bûaùe C_iÚû_òZ Kùe,
K ~Ÿßûeû @û_Yu c^eê @ijûdùaû] \ìe ùjaö
G’\òMùe ieKûeú C\ýc
ýc ijòZ @^ý icÉu _âùPÁûKê G^þGiþGPþ ijù~ûM Kùeö G^þGiþGPþ
ùicû^ue @^ê_ìeK, ùicû^uê _âZòiÚû_òZ Keòaû G^þGiþiGPþe CùŸgý ^êùjñö

^ýûi^ûf ÁêùW<þ ùjfÝfûA^e
e cêLýZü \êAUò aòbûM @Qò•
•

iûjû~ý I ijù~ûM (Help & Support)
igqòKeY (Empowerment)

iûjû~ý I ijù~ûM

(HELP & SUPPORT)

G^þGiþGPþ icÉu _ûAñ gòlû I Kýûeò@e iµKðùe icÉ iVòKþ Z[ý I iìP^û GKûVò ù~ûMûAù
ù~ûMûAù\aûùe
aûùe
iûjû~ý Kùeö GZ\þaþ ýZúZ G^þGiþGPþ QûZâQûZâú I cûZû_òZûuê ùicû^ue Zcûc @û_©ò @bòù~ûMe
icû]û^ \òMùe ijù~ûM _â\û^ Kùeö ùi[ô^òcù« iVòKþ K©ðé_lu ^òKUùe _j*òaû \òòMùe C_~êq
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_\ùl_ ù^aûùe G^þGiþGPþ cûMð\gðK bûaùe Kû~ðýKùeö ù~_eòKò @ûMeê aò Kêjû~ûAQò, gòlû ùlZâe
iµì‰ð iìP^û _â\û^Keò QûZâQûZâúu aýZúZ cûZû_òZû, @bòbûaK, gòlK, gòlû ùiaû_â\û^Kûeú I
aýaiÚû_K, _âgûiK, iõPûkK, aò]ûdK I G_eòKò icMâ icûR iûwKê gòlû ùlZâùe eêPò eLê[ôaû
_âùZýK aýqòu _ûAñ ùicû^u @ûLô I Kû^bkò Kû~ðýKùeö
Gjò aòbûMùe ùMûUòG ÁêùW<þþiþ Mâòbû^þiþ eòùWâiûf iòÁc @Qòö G[ôùe GK IßûfØð Käûiþ ùjfÝ ùWÄ
i`ÖùIßdûe iõ~êq ùjûAQòö Gjû cû¤cùe ù~ùKøYiò @^êùeû]Kûeú @ûagýK iûjû~ý cûMò_ûeòùa I
ù^A_ûeòùaö Gjò iûjû~ý _âûcûYòK \Éûaò
ÉûaòRþ eì_ùe A-ùcf,
A ùcf, ùIßaþ iûAUþ, fûAbþ PýûUþ, ù`û^þ, UßòUe,
ù`iþ aêKþ, WûK aû ùKûeò@eþ ùiaû \ßßûeû ù~ûMûA
ù~ûMûA\òò@û~òaö Gjòiaê aýaiÚû _QKê ^òÂû_e bûaùe ùiaû
C_f² Keòaû_ûAñ G^þGiþGPþe @ûjêeò c¤ ejòQò GK ùcûaûAf ùjfÝfûA^ ^´e
^´e- 88950 88951.
_âgÜ, @û_©òò @bòù~ûM I ~ûjû~ý ijù~ûM ^òcù« GK IßûfØðKäûiþ ùjfÝ ùWÄ i`ÖùIßdûe iõ~êq
ùjûA[ôaûeê aò\ýû[ðú aû @bòbûaK ‘iù_ûUð’ ù_ûUðûfKê KäòKþKeò ùIßaþiûAU ùjûcþ ù_Rþe C_e WûjûY_U
ùKûYùe [ôaû ‘ùjfÝ @ûŠþ iù_ûUð’ aòbûMùe ù`iaêKþ Kò UßòUe @ûAK^þe fòuþKê ~ûA_ûeòùaö aò\ýû[ðú
WûK Kò´û ùKûeò@e \ßßûeû iìP^û _ûAaû _ûAñ c¤ @_þi^þ ejòQòö [ùe ‘iù_ûUð’ ù_ûUûðfKê KäòKþ Kùf
i`ÖÖùIßdûe @û_Yuê ‘iûA^þ @_þ’ Keòaû_ûAñ aûUKXÿûAù^a; [ùe iûA^
iûA^þ A^þ Keòù\ùf
ùf @û_Y
ù_ûUûðfe iaê _âKûe aýaiÚûe iêù~ûM ù^A_ûeòùaö
G^þGiþGPþ QûZâicûRKê ^òcÜfòLòZ Uêfþiþ (tools
tools) cû¤cùe ~ûjû~ý ijù~ûM _â\û^ KùeùIßaþ iûAU:
www.nationalstudenthelpline.in
iû¯ûjòK gòlû icûPûe @_þùWU- MâûjKu A^
A^þaKèKê iò]ûikL _VûA\ò@û~ûG
ù`iþ aêKþ ù_Rþ- www.facebook.com/ nationalstudenthelpline
UßòUe jýûŠþfþ- www.twitter.com/ nshhelpline
ùiûiò@ûf còWò@û- www.facebook.com/nshhelp
www.twitter.com/nshhelp

@ûAWò@ûRþ @ûŠ `òWþ aýûKþ- ùKøYiò ^ì@û iìP^û ùù\aû aû ùIßaiûAUKê @]ôK C^ÜZ-aòKiòZ I C_ûù\\d
Keòaû _ûAñ aòbò^Ü C_ûd aû cû¤c iµKðùe @aMZ KeûAaû _ûAñ aò\ýû[ðú, @bòbûaK, aòbò^Ü gòlû^êÂû^
I @ûc ùIßaþiûAUþKKêê @ûiò[ôaû ù~ùKøYiò aýqò Gjò ù_ûUðûfUòKê aýajûe Keò_ûeòùaö

ùjfÝfûA^ ^´e-

88950 88951, (a©ð
(a cû^ _ûAñ ùKak jßûUþiþ @û_þ)

igqòKeY (EMPOWERMENT)
Gjò aòbûMùe gòlû I Kýûeò@eùe ùKcòZò @ûMKê aXÿòùa ùiiµKðùe iìP^û còkòaö @ûWþcòg^þ, QûZâaé©ò
©ò ,
cêq I \ìegòlû (Open
Open and Distance Learning, ODL)
ODL cûiòbþ Iù_^þ @^þfûA^þ ùKûùiðiþ
(Massive Open Online Courses, MOOC)
MOOC Äòfþ AŠò@û I aòaò] _âùagòKû _eúlû (Entrance
Entrance
test) AZýû\òò iµKðùe @ûùc icýKþ iìP^û _â\û^ Keêö

A<eþ@ûKÖòbþ ù`ûecþ (Interactive
Interactive Forum)
Forum
ÁêùW<þ a§ê- Gjò ù`ûecþùe aò\ýû[ðúcûù^ aòbò^Ü iciýû aû aòhdùe _eÆe Pyûð Keò_ûeòùaö
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@ûÄ \ GKè_Uþð- Gjò ù_ûUðûf cû¤cùe QûZâ I @bòbûaKcûù^ gòlû I Kýûeò@e iµKðùe aòùghmu
_eûcgð _ûA_ûeòùaö
WòiþKi^þ ù`ûecþ- Gjò ù_ûUðûfùe gòlûRMZ ijòZ iµéq icùÉ aòbò^Ü aòhdùe _eÆe @ûùfûP^û
Keò_ûeòùaö
cêLý Kû~ðý^òaûðjú @]ôKûeú (iòAI)
^ýûi^ûf ÁêùW<þ ùjfÝfûA^þ
13.3.2

Legal Matters:

Example:
Subject to the provisions of Article 346 and 347, the legislature of a state may adopt
any one or more of the languages in use in the State or Hindi to be used for all or any
of the official purposes of that State:

]ûeû 346 I 347 e aýaiÚû @^ê~ûdú ùKøYiò eûRýe aò]û^ibû eûRýùe _âPkòZ ùMûUòG aû ZùZû]ôK
bûhû Kò´û jò¦úKê eûRýe icÉ aû ùKøYiò aòùgh Kû~ðý _ûAñ eûRbûhû bûùa ùNûhYû Keò_ûeòaö
Provided that until the Legislature of a State otherwise provided by law, the English
language shall
all continue to be used for those official purposes within the State for
which it was being used immediately before the commencement of this Constitution.
(Art. 345 of the Constitution)

ùZùa ùKøYiò eûRý aò]ô \ßßûeû @^ý aýaiÚû ^Keòaû _~ðý« i´ò]û^ fûMê ùjaû
ùjaû _ìaðeê AõeûRú bûhû
ù~Cñiaê Kû~ðý ^òcù« aýajéZ ùjC[ôfû, ùijòiaê Kû~ðý _ûAñ @^êeì_ bûaùe aýajéZ ùjaö
(i´ò]û^e ]ûeû 345)
Official Language or communication between one state and another or
between a State and the Union:
The language for the time being authorized for use in the Union for official purposes
shall be the official language for communication between one State and another State
and between a State and the Union;

eûRýMêWÿòKe _eÆe aû ùK¦âieKûeu ijòZ ù~ûMûù~ûMù~ûMûù~ûM
a©ððcû^ _ûAñ eûRýMêWÿòKe _eÆe aû ùK¦
ùK¦ââieKûeu ijòZ ù~ûMûù~ûM ùlZâùe ùK¦âúd Éeùe
ieûKûeú Kû~ðýKkû_ ^òcù« aò^òŸòðÁ bûhû eûRbûhû bûaùe aýajéZ ùjaö
Now translate yourselves:
Legal status (aò]ôK iÚòZò) of Odia as the official language of the State of Odisha
and provisions therein: _____________________________________________
________
______________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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(1) The Odisha Official Language Act (@]ô^òdc), 1954 was enacted by the Odisha
State Legislative Assembly.________________________________________
.________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(2) Odisha Act No.18 of 1963 provides that English may continue to be used, in
addition to Odia in the State Legislature. ____________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(3) Act No. 12 of 1985 provides that although Odia shall be used
d as the language
for official purposes the Odia numbers shall not be used and the international
form of Indian numerals shall be used. _______________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________
______________________________________________________________
____________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(4) By means of a notification (@]ôiìP^û) of the General Administration (iû]ûeY

_âgûi^) dated 29 March, 1985 work started to be done in Odia in the State
Secretariat from April 1985. _______________________________________
______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
____
______________________________________________________________
(5) However, Office of the Registrar (^òa§K, KêkiPòa, ùeRòÁâûe), Odisha High
Court, Offices of the Justices (aòPûe_Zò) and their sub-ordinate (@]É^) offices
have been kept out of the provisions
provisions of this notification. Besides, it does not
affect the use of English in the following activities as well: _________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
(a)

Correspondence with Government of India and other States; _________
__________________________________________________________

(b)

Work procedures (Kû~ðýaò]ô) of any court (^ýûdûkd) or Tribunal

(^ýûdû]ôKeY); _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
(c)

Judicial (^ýûdòK) and Quasi
Quasi-Judicial (^ýûdòK KÌ, aò]ôi\ég) work procedures
and all matters related to or arising out of it; ____________
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__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
(d)

All works related to technical (ùa÷hdòK, _â~êqòaò\ýû i´§úd) subjects;
__________________________________________________________

(e)

Accounting and all related matters; _____________________________

(f)

Correspondence with all non
non-governmental
governmental persons, firms, companies
and offices those who send their letters in English; _________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

(g)

Traffic Symbols (~ûZûdZ
dZ/iWÿK/Uâû`òKþ _âZúK PòjÜ); ____________________
___

(h)

All other matters that need English to be used as per law. _________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

(6) Government of Odisha approved the ‘The Odisha Official Language Rule
2016’ on 12th August 2016. After gazette notification (ùMùRU @]ôiìP^û), the
Odisha Official Language Act 1954 formally (J_PûeòK bûaùe, ~[ûeúZò) came
into force (_âbûaú) on Tuesday, the 16th August 2016.
6. Accordingly, Odia has to
be used for all gazette notifications, bills (aòfþ), amendments (iõùgû]^), acts

(@]ô^òdc), ordinances (@¤ûù\\g), orders, rules and regulations (@ûA^þKû^ê
Kû^ê^)
issued by the State Government. _____________________________________
___________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
12.3.3

TELECOM : (ùUfòKcþ)

Example:
1. While the number of Internet users in India is growing, that of transacting users
isn’t increasing at the same rate. For e-commerce
commerce firms struggling to attract new

shoppers, the launch of Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd’s services may be the elusive
market expansion push that companies and investors have been seeking since the
start of the year.
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bûeZùe AõUeù^Uþ aýajûeKûeúu iõLýû aXê[ôaû ùaùk Zjóùe ù^Yù\Y
ù^Yù Y Kûeaûe Keê[ôaû
ùfûKu iõLýû ùijò @^ê_ûZùe aXê^ûjóö ùZùa ahð @ûe¸eê aýai
aýaiûd
ûd iõ_âiûeY ^òcù« ^ì@û
MâûjKuê @ûKhòðZ KeòaûKê iõNhðeZ AA-Kcið `ûcð/ aýaiûd iõiÚûMêWÿòK _ûAñ eòfûG^è RòI
A^þù`ûKcþ fòü aRûeKê QûWÿò[ôaû ùiaû jêGZ GK iêa‰ð iêù~ûM iéÁòKeòaö
2. Mint reported on Wednesday that India’s top e-commerce
commerce companies are

struggling
uggling to find the products and services that will expand a nascent market that
has worryingly declined since the start of the year. Transacting users, those who
buy things online on a fairly regular basis, jumped to 50
50-60
60 million at the start of
2016 from 12-15
15 million shoppers at the end of 2013, according to industry
executives. But the number hasn’t grown so far this year.

MZ aê]aûe cò<þ ù\A[ô
A[ôaû eòù_ûUð @^ê~ûdú bûeZe gúhð A
A-Kcið
Kcið Kµû^úMêWÿòK aýaiûdùe ahð
@ûe¸eê Pûfò[ôaû ùgûP^úd cû¦û @aiÚûKê Rúa^ýûi ù\A_ûeòfû bkò C_ôû\ ùLûRòaûùe fûMòòQ«òö
A<eù^Uþ Cù\ýûMúcû^u Kjòaû @^ê~ûdú A<eù^Uþ
A
ùe @[ð KûeaûeKeò
Keò ^òdcòZ bûaùe
@^þfûA^ùe aòbò^Ü
^Ü Rò^òh_Zâ Kâd Keê[ôaû MâûjK
jKu iõLýû 2013 ùghùakKê 1.2-1.5 ùKûUò
[ôaûùaùk 2016 @ûe¸ùe Gjû 5-6 ùKûUòùe _j*òiûeò[ôfû; Kò«ê PkòZ ahð Gjò iõLýû G_~ðý«
@ûC aXÿò^ûjóö
Now translate yourselves:
3. Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) C
Chairman
hairman Mukesh Ambani said on Thursday that
Jio, RIL’s telecom arm, will launch its long-delayed
long
(ajêaòk´òZ) 4G services next
week and expects to attractt 100 million customers in the ‘shortest
shortest possible time
time’.
“Its launch will expand the e-commerce
commerce market by signifi
significantly
tly reducing data
charges and improving mobile Internet speeds,”
speeds, said analysts.________________
___________
__________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_______________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
___________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
______
13.3.4

BANKING & COMMERCE : ____________________________

Loan Facilities for Short Term (ÊÌcò@û\ò
û ) Agricultural Operations (KéhòKû~ðý)
____________________________________________________________________
Kisan Credit Card Scheme (aýaiÚû, ù~ûR^û) ____________________
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Crop loans are generally disbursed (_â\û^ Keòaû) by the banks through the mode

(bûaùe, cû¤cùe) of Kisan Credit Card (KCC). The Kisan Credit Card Scheme is
in operation (_âaZþZð^ Keû~ûAQò) throughout the country and is implemented
(Kû~ðýKûeú ùjCQò) by Commercial (aýûaiûdòK) Banks, Cooperative (icaûd) Banks
and RRBs. All farmers including small farmers (lê\âPûhú), marginal farmers (^ûccûZâ
Pûhú), share croppers (bûMPûhú),, oral lessees (ùcøLòK _…û]ûeú) and tenant farmers
armers
(\ò^cRêeò@û Pûhú) are eligible for issuance of KCC. KCC holders are also covered
(@«bêðq) under Personal Accident Insurance Scheme (PAIS) against accidental
death/permanent disability (@lcZû, aòKkû
kûwZû).
______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
___________________________________________________
______
13.3.5 Administrative Matters:
1.

Inter-Office Note: (@û«ü Kû~ðýûkd Uò®Yú)

This is to bring to the notice of all concerned that while tenders (^òaò\û, ùUŠe) are
floated (RûeòKeòaû, _âiûeY Keòaû), the Bill (aòfþ, jòiûa`Ÿð) of quantities should be got
checked up by the Chief Executive Officer
Offic so that defects/omissions/errors (ZîUòaò
aòPêýZò,

bêfþbUKû) in specifications (aòaò^òŸòðÁ aòaeYú)
eYú and the items (\`û, _âKûe) of works, are
timely obviated (\ìeKeòaû). If this rule is not adhered to carefully, it may invite
complications at the stage of checking up the tender schedules (@^êiìPú) and
processing (_âKâòdû, @MâMZò, ~û¬ Keòaû) the tenders. _____________________________
____________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
In case any such defects/errors in the issue of tender schedules are noticed in future, it
will go to the personal responsibility of the officer responsibl
responsiblee for such negligence.
Strict compliance (@^ê_ûk^) is expected in respect of all concerned in this regard.
While ensuring this, the tender notices should be so floated that there should be
sufficient time left to check up the tender schedules in the offic
officee of the CEO. Issuance
of corrigendum (gê¡ò_Zâ) due to shortage of time for approval of the tender schedules
should be avoided.____________________
_____________________________________________________
_________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________
_________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________
2. Leave Rules
Special Casual leave (@ûKiàòK @aKûg
@aKûg) for participation by Government officials in
sport events and tournaments of National or International importance:
In view of the important part played by sports in the national life of the country and in
order to enable the Government servants who have acquired proficiency (_ûe\gòðZû) in
sports so as to be invited to participate in events of national/international
national/international importance
may not be placed at a disadvantage by such participation, the Government of India
have decided to grant special casual leave for a period not exceeding 30 days in any
one calendar year. The period of absence in excess of 30 days should be treated as
ordinary casual leave or regular leave of the kind due (aùKdû _âKûe)/ admissible (Mâ
Mâûjý)
jý
under the relevant rules applicable to such officials.
officials.___________________
___________________
_____________________________________________________
_________________________________________
_______________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Special Casual leave may be combined (iõ~êq) with ordinary casual leave or with
regular leave as the Government official may desire, but combination of both casual
leave and regular leave with Special casual leave is not allowed at one time.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________
3.

Memorandum (iàûeK)/ Offer (_âÉûa) of Appointment
Memorandum (iàûeK)/ Offer (_âÉûa) of Appointment
___________________________________________
Indian Oil Corporation (^òMc) ____________________
Tinsukia, Assam _____________________

No._____________

Dated, the____ Sept. 2016

______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
Memorandum ____________________
Subject-

Offer of Appointment ____________________

With reference to the test/ interview held on_____ the Corporat
Corporation
ion is pleased to offer
you the post of______in the scale of pay Rs._____ on following terms and
conditions(i©ð):

______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
1) Your appointment and continuance in ser
service
vice shall be subject to your being found
medically fit by a Government Medical Officer not below the status (Ée) of Civil
Surgeon (iòbòf iRð^) and also subject to your character and antecedents (_ì
_ìaðPeòZ)
being found satisfactory on verification. Medical Certificate in the attached
proforma (_âûeì_) is required to be furnished before reporting (ù~ûM\û^) for duty.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_____
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2) Your starting pay will be Rs.____ per month in the above-referred scale of pay.
In addition you will receive Dearness Allowance (cjwû b©û) and other
allowances, if any, according to the rules of the Corporation in force (_â
_âPkòZ,

aka©e), as amended (iõùgû]ôZ) from time to time._________________________
_________________________
_________________________________
___________________________________________________
________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
3) Annual increment (ùaZ^aé¡ò) would be subject to the rules of the Corporation in
this behalf and would be granted (c¬êeKeòaû) on a specific recommendation

(iê_ûeòi) of the Departmental Head for good work and conduct of individual
during the period concerned. ________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________
4) Your services will be liable to be transferred to any place in India in the services
of the Corporation at the discretion (aòùaK, @ûagýKZû, aòPûe, ^ò¿©ò) of the
management. _____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________
5) The Management reserves the right to terminate (^ûKPKeòaû, ùghKeòaû) your
appointment at its absolute (iµì
iµì‰ð, ^òRÊ)
Ê discretion after giving you one month’s
notice or on payment of one month’s wages in lieu of (_âZòa\kùe) notice without
ithout
assigning (\gðûAaû) any reason. _______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
6) If willing to accept the offer, you should report for duty to the undersigned not
later than______. __________________________________________________
____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
ABC ___________________
Chief Executive Officer (Adm.) ________________________________
To

___________

__________________________

Shri____________

__________________________

________________

__________________________

4.

Un-Official Note (@ù^ø_PûeòK Uò®Yú)
Government of India __________________________
Department/Ministry of_____
of___________________________
Subject- Interest on HBA on dismissal (aeLûÉ) from service
______________________________________________________________

The present rules regulating (i´§úd) HBA (Méj ^òcûðY @Mâúc) provide inter alia (@^ýû^ý

aòhd c¤ùe) that there will be no interest on outstanding dues (aùKdû ù\d) of HBA
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after retirement of an employee. __________________________________________
__________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2. A question has now arisen whether this rule applies to an employee who has been
dismissedd from service due to reasons whatsoever. _________________________
__________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3. This clarification is urgently necessary to settle a long standing dispute on
realization of outstanding HBA dues in respect of an employee who was dismissed
from regular service of this Department and has submitted query (Ròmûiû) under the
RTI Act (iìP^û @]ôKûe @ûA^). _____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
This Department will be grateful if Department of Finance kindly offer their
advice on the issue raised in para-22 above. __________________________________
________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
XYZ
______________________
Deputy Secretary ______________________
Tel. No.________ ______________________
Department of Finance __________________
Deptt. Of ____________ U.O. No. _________ dated ______
5.

Notification (@]ôiìP^û)

(To be published in the Odisha Gazette, Part I, Section-2)
Section (bûM, @^êùz\)
____________________________________________________________________
Government of Odisha __________________
Department of ____________

__________________

No___________
Bhubaneswar, the _____ 20____
_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________
NOTIFICATION
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Shri XYZ, Under Secretary (@^êiPòa) in the Department
nt of__________ is appointed
to officiate as Deputy Secretary (C_iPòa) in that Department vice Shri___________
i___________
transferred to the Department of__________
of__________.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Sd/-

________________________
___

ABC

________________________
___

Joint Secretary (~êMàiPòa) to the Govt. of Odisha ________________________
The Manager, _____________________
________________
Odisha Government Press, Cuttack. ________________________
6.

Demi-official letter (@¡ðieKûeú _Zâ)

D.O. No.________________
ABC ____________
Director (Adm.)

________
________________________

Government of Odisha

________
________________________

Ministry of(cªûkd)________

________
________________________

Bhubaneswar, the_________

________
________________________

Dear Shri/ My dear, _____________________
________________
Please refer (@aùfûK^ Ke«ê) to your D.O. letter No._____ dated ___
regarding__________. _____________________
_________________________________________
_________________________
I am sending herewith a copy of the draft rule (PòVû ^òdc) relating to ______. I
shall be grateful if you kindly go through it and let me have (@aMZ KeûAaû) your
comments (cZûcZ) as soon as possible. It is proposed to convene an interinter
departmental meeting (@«aòðbûMúd ùa÷VK
K) early next month to finalize (PìWÿû« Keòaû) the
rules.__________________________________
________________________________________________________
______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________
_______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________
With regards,

_________________
______________

Yours sincerely _________________
______________
ABC

____________________

Shri_____________________

______
____________________

________________________

______
____________________

7.

Letter and Endorsement (_éÂûu^ _Zâ)

No._____________ _________________
______________

Dated_________________

Government of Odisha

____________________

Directorate of Higher Education

____________________

Heads Departments

____________________

Bhubaneswar- 751001

____________________

To
The Chief Medical Officer,

____________________
____________________

Capital Hospital,

____________________

Bhubaneswar.

____________________

Subject- Medical examination of Shri___________ ____________________
Sir,

____________________

Shri ABC is being considered for appointment as an Upper Division Clerk (aeòÂ KòeûYú)
in this office. It is requested that he may be medically examined and a certificate of
fitness (ÊûiÚý _âcûY_Zâ) be sent to this office. _________________________________
_____________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Shri ABC has been directed to report (C_iÚòZ ùjaû) to you at 10.30 AM on September
eptember
5, 2016 for medical examination. _________________________________________
_________
____________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Necessary copies (iõLýK) of the blank forms of declaration (ùNûhYû^ûcû) and medical
certificate are enclosed.
ed. Kindly obtain Shri ABC’s signature in your presence.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____
Yours faithfully,

________________________

Sd/- EFG

________________________

Asst. Director (Adm.) ________________________
Copy (_âZòfò_ò) forwarded to Shri ABC. He should report to the CMO, Capital
Hospital, Bhubaneswar at 10.30 AM on September 5, 2016 for his medical
examination. _________________________
_________________________________________________________
________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Sd/- EFG

________________________

Asst. Director (Adm.) ________________________
8. LETTER TO THE EDITOR: ________________________________________
University Enclave

____________________________________________

New Delhi

____________________________________________

To
The Editor

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

The Hindu, New Delhi

____________________________________________

4 August 2017

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Sir, ____________________________________________
Subject : Education Beyond Classroom Teaching .
The examination season has started. It has now become fashionable for some schools
to go over-board
board with the examinations. The schedule for junior classes resembles
that of the Civil Service examination. ____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Most schools seem to believe that classroom education iis the only stepping-stone to
success. In the process, they overlook other talents and skills of students like music,
painting and sports and qualities of head and heart such as courage, chivalry,
personality, wit and friendship. What are these schools doing
doing to inculcate these
qualities in children? Instead of pushing and prodding the children like beasts of
burden and leaving them dazed (jZaûKþ) and flabbergasted (aòiàdûbòbìZ),, they should
aim for the overall development of children. _________________________________
__
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
The main problem is our inability to live peacefully with others and our selfish
mentality. The schools should teach the students the age-old
age old values of brotherhood,
tolerance, team spirit, satisfaction .Co-curricular
.Co
activities have a vital role to play in
this regard, thus the schools should pay extra attention
atten
to it while designing the
curriculum. The interests of the students should be taken into consideration to
develop their skills. The education imparted should be practical and relevant to their
life. The examination system should stress more on underst
understanding
anding the subject than
merely cramming facts. _______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______
Through the columns of your newspaper, I request you to create awareness among the
public and the concerned authorities so that the education system may be
revamped and children start enjoying their studies and their school and college life.
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____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________
____________________________________________________________________
Yours sincerely,

__________________________________

Signature
Dr. Amit Verma

__________________________________
__________________________________

9. LETTERS OF ENQUIRY/ LETTERS OF INFORMATION

_______________________

____________________________________________________________________
Bundelkand Public School

__________________________________

Jhansi

__________________________________

To

__________________________________

The Manager

__________________________________

M/s Laxmi Stationary Mart

__________________________________

Chawri Bazar, Delhi

__________________________________

20 December 2010

__________________________________

Reference No …………

__________________________________

Dear Sir

__________________________________

Subject : Inviting Rates and Terms of Supply _____________________________
This is to bring to your notice that on behalf of Bundelkand Public School we would
like to place a bulk order for the supply of stationary items for our school office and
the administrative block for the session 2011-2012.
2011 2012. We have selected a few leading
stationers for the purpose of supply of these items. We have included your prestigious
firm in the list, keeping in view the goodwill it enjoys in the stationery market.
Kindly quote your rates and terms of supply and state your discount rates if any
any,
whichh will also help get due weight and consideration. ________________________
_________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
We need the following items with their brands and number of items required
S.No

Particulars _________

Brand _________

Numbers_________

1

Pencils HB_________

Natraj_________

20 Dozens_________

2

Pencils HH_________

Natraj_________

30 Dozens_________

3

Type Paper_________

Star_________

20 Reams_________

4

Cyclostyling Paper______ Star_________

20 Reams_________

5

Computer Paper________

Star_________

40 Reams_________

6

Carbon Ribbons________

Kores_________

40 Packets_________

7

Carbon Paper_________

Kores_________

20 Packets_________

Let us remind you once again that maximum discounts and the suitable terms of
supply will be important considerations before placing the order. The lists of rates
and terms of supply received after 20 April 2010, will not be entertained .Please let us
know whether it will be possible for you to supply us the above items. Kindly let us
know the maximum time, which you will require to supply us these items.
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Yours sincerely,

_________________________

Signature
R.K.Mittal

________________
_________________________
_________________________

10. SAMPLE LETTER OF ORDER/PURCHASE
ORDER/PURCHASE______________________________________
______________________________________
The Librarian

____________________________

Model Secondary School

____________________________

Neyveli

____________________________
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The Manager

____________________________

M/s Sohanlal& Bros

____________________________

Booksellers, Agra

____________________________

26 November 2010________________
________________
Dear Sir

_________________________

Subject : Supply of books for the school library____________________________
library
__________________
This is with reference to your quotation dated 20th October 2010 we are pleased
inform you that our management has decided to place an order with your esteemed
firm. We want to place a bulk order to you for the supply of books to our school
library. We shall not settle for less than 20 % discount on the pu
purchase
rchase of the books.
Besides, we hope to get another 5 % special discount that is usually granted to the
institutional buyers. It is understood that you will have to bear the mail and other
expenses involved in the despatch and delivery of books._______________________
books
________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
The list of books with their particulars is attached here with._________________
_________________
________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____
List of Books

_____________________________

S. No Name of the books

Authors/Publisher’s name

No of copies

1

History of India

L Prasad

20

2

Modern Trigonometry

Bansilal

30

3

Modern Algebra

S K Sen

25

4

The New Atlas of the World

Frank Bros

30

5

Wonder that was India

Bhasham

15
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6

India Wins Freedom

M A Q Azad

10

The above books must reach us in proper shape and order not later than 15 December
2010, if our terms and conditions are acceptable to you.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Yours sincerely,

_________________________

Signature

_________________________

Madan Mohan

_________________________

Librarian

_________________________

11. Letter of Complaint ____________________________
22, Kirti Nagar, Delhi

______________________

15 December 2010_________________
_________________
To

____________________________

The Sales Manager

____________________________

Mobile Villa

____________________________

Roop Nagar, Delhi

____________________________

Sir,

____________________________

Subject : Complaint against defective mobile phone _______________________
I bring to your kind notice that I bought NOKIA N73 mobile on 5th December 2010
vide receipt no.SE/099 from your showroom. _______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
_______________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
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I regret to inform that after one week of using it, problems started to appear. The flash
of the camera is no longer working. Also, the display screen is getting blurred which
makes it difficult for me to see the SMS messages clearly. _____________________
__________
__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Under the terms and conditions of the sale, the phone carries a guarantee of two years
years
towards any defect. You are therefore requested to replace it at the earliest so that I
would be spared from further inconvenience.
inconvenience.___________________________
___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Yours faithfully,

___________________________
____________________

Signature

___________________________

Manisha Thakur

___________________________

Enclosed:

1) Cash Memo ___________________________________________
2) Copy of the warranty ____________________________________

12. Sample notices ____________________________________
___________________________________
(a)

RESIDENTS’ WELFARE ASSOCIATION

_______________________

NOTICE _____________10 Jan 2007____________
____________
Holi Fiesta
Fiesta__________________
The Residents’ Welfare Association is organising a Holi bash in the colony as per the
following details: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Date : 17 February 2007 _____________________________________
Time : 9 am to 5 pm

_____________________________________

Venue : Green Park Club ______________________________
_____________________________________
The residents are requested to come along with their families and friends and add
colour to the rejoicings._________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Signatgure

_________________________
______________

Ravi Kumar

_________________________

President, RWA

_________________________

(b)

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEW DELHI
DELHI_________________________________
_________________________________

Notice
Notice_____________13
April 2007_____________
_____________
Meeting of Science Society__________________________
Society__________________________
On the occasion of National Science and Technology Day, the school has decided to
organise a fair. All office bearers are requested to attend
atten a meeting in the School
Library on 16 April 2005 at 10 am to discuss the arrangements for the fair.________
________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Signature

________________________________

Vikram Singh

________________________________
_______________________________

(Secretary, Science Society) ________________________________
(c)

BHAVANVIDYALAYA, CHANDIGRAH
CHANDIGRAH___________________________
___________________________
NOTICE__________________
__________________6

Attention Please!

May 2007______________
______________
_________________________

Lend a Helping Hand!

_________________________

Your help and co-operation
operation are required to make a difference in the lives of the less
fortunate living in the state-run homes. Donate generously. Deposit your contribution
to the undersigned by 13 May 2007. The money so raised will be spent on medicines
and clothes for the inmates._____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
Signature

___________________

Ram Lakhani ___________________
(Head Boy)

___________________
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(d)

ST JOHN’S HIGH SCHOOL, DALHOUSIE
DALHOUSIE___________________________
___________________________
NOTICE ______________10

April 2007______________
______________

Found – A Sports Kit Bag ___________________________________
A sports kit bag was found on the playground on 9 April 2007 during the recess
period. Anyone who has misplaced a grey sports bag with huge pockets may collect it
from the undersigned within two days, that is, by 12 April 2007. ______________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________
____________________________________________________________________
Signature

_________________

Parthasarthy Mishra _________________
(Head Boy)

(e)

_________________

BLOOMING FLOWERS SCHOOL
SCHOOL_________________________________
_________________________________
NOTICE___________________
___________________10

July 2007_____________
_____________

SANDHYA TARA_______________________
TARA
Our school is organising a cultural programme to collect funds for ‘Sandhya Tara’, a
home for the elderly. We plan to include a dance drama, mono-acting,
mono acting, a magic show
and other items. Students who wish to participate should submit their names to the
undersigned before 20 October 2007. ______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Trials will be held daily in the zero period.__________________________________
period.__________________________________
Signature

____________________

SandeepWalia

____________________

Secretary, Cultural Society

____________________

13. Invitations etc.:
(a)

Letter Inviting a Social Activist as Guest Speaker

August 5, 2017

________________________
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Mr. Sagar Sehar,
________________________
Chairman
________________________
The World Humanity, New Delhi
________________________________
Regional Conference: Tackling Unemployment and Terrorism ____________________________
_______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________

Dear Sri Sehar,

_________________________

We aree pleased to invite you to the ‘‘Regional
Regional Conference: Tackling Unemployment
and Terrorism.’ Scheduled from 12
12-15 December 2017 at the International
Conference Center Area 105,
5, Barmunda Colony, Bhubaneswar
Bhubaneswar.. This conference will
be a joint effort of Netaji Sevashram and National Institute for Languages and
Translation Studies. ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
The Minister of Defence Dr. Bharat Agr
Agrawal will inaugurate the conference and Sri
Amartya Sen, the Nobel Laureate is expected to address the Closing Ceremony.
Ceremony.____
____
_________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
•

The Conference deliberations will be on the following themes:
themes:____________
____________
______________________________________________________________

•

Causes of Unemployment in India___________________________________
___________________________________

•

Factors leading to Terrorism_______________________________________
_______________________________________

•

What Role should the Government and National Assembly Play
Play___________
___________
______________________________________________________________

•

What are the possible solutions to unemployment as it forms a common bond
to Terrorism____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
__________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
____________________

It is an honor and privilege to invite you to participate as a speaker for this
symposium on ‘Tackling
Tackling Unemployment and Terrorism’.
Terrorism . We believe that your
contribution to this topic will be very beneficial.
beneficial._____________________________
_____________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________
We would be glad to answer any questions you may have and provide necessary
clarifications where needed. Kindly send in your response by December 5th 2017
201 to
the Conference Secretary, Dr. Amit Agrawal,
Agrawal at creativeamit@gmail.com.________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________
____________________________________________________________________
Yours Faithfully

____________________________________

Ms. Manju Halwasia
____________________________________
Principal Secretary
____________________________________
Netaji Sevashram, Bhubaneswar __________________________________
(b)

Sample Email after Invitation Letter for Guest Speaker is Accepted

EMAIL TITLE: Letter of Thanks_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
REG- GUEST SPEAKER INVITATION
INVITATION________________________________________

Dear Mr. Sagar Sehar,

__________________________________

Thank you for accepting our invitation to be the guest speaker for our ‘Regional
Regional
Conference: Tackling Unemployment and Terrorism.
Terrorism.’ Scheduled from 12-15
15
December 2017 at the Conference Center Area 105, Barmunda Colony,
Bhubaneswar. _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____
____________________________________________________________________
We look forward to your presentation on the topic that will be published in the
souvenir that will be inaugurated on the occasion and later on presented to the
government for referencee and guidance.
guidance.____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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We invite you to be our guest for Lunch at 1:00pm. The conference begins at
10:00am,, with an hour and a half allocated for your presentation. There will be a
question and answer period after
ter your presentation. __________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Kindly let us know what types of equipment you will need for your presentation. The
seminar room is equipped with a computer and a multimedia projector should you
require one. Should you prefer to use your own equipment, kindly let us know as
well, so that we may ensure that we are well prepared.
prepared._________________________
_________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
_______________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
I will contact you in the last week in November to finalize the arrangements.
Once again, thank you for agreeing to speak to us.____________________________
us.____________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Dr. Amit Agrawal

______________________________________

Conference Secretary,

______________________________________

Netaji Sevashram, Bhubaneswar

______________________________________

(c) Sample Invitation Letter to the Fire Department to be present at a

Community Event
August 5, 2017

__________________________

Netaji Sevashram, (NS) __________________________________
Fuleswari, PO. Aiginia, Bhubaneswar _______________________
Email: drsachi2011@gmail.com Tel:1-09237095921_________________________
Tel:1
_________________________
The Fire Chief
Fire Department, Station ,
Baramunda, Bhubaneswar

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

INVITATION TO ATTEND OUR FAMILY DAY EVENT
_____________________________________________________________________

Dear Sir, ______________________
________________________
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ABC is a community development center. There are a total 1250
250 households in the
Fuleswari Colony most of which are members of ABC. As part of its annual
activities, NS is planning to hold a Family Barbecue on Saturday, 25th August,, 2017
201
at 11:00 am at IG Park,, Bhubaneswar.
Bhubaneswar. The main purpose of this Barbecue is to foster
community spirit amongst the residents of the Community._____________________
Community._____________________
____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
As part of the activities of the day, we would be honored to have the Community Fire
Department with a Fire Engine at the event, so that the children may interact with the
firemen and the fire engine. If possible, we would also appreciate a short speech
about
out fire prevention and what to do in the event of a fire. We have scheduled this
presentation for 1:00pm on that day.___________________________________
day.___________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
We are expecting a total of about 10
1000 – 1200 people at the event. Kindly let us
know as soon as possible if you would be available to attend our event and any other
questions you may have. ________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Manju Agrawal
Principal Secretary

________________________________
________________________________

14. Informal letter ________________________________
SAMPLE INVITATION TO THE RETIREMENT PARTY ORGANISED BY A COMPANY

Dear Dr. Priyansu,

________________________________

Retirement Party for Mr Dayal Sarbapriya ______________________________
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This is to inform you that Mr Dayal Sarbapriya our Director of Yashoda Nilayam, the
Orphanage Department is retiring
etiring voluntarily on Sept. 23, 2017. Mr Sarbapriya is the
founder member of Netaji Sevashram since 1981, and has been trying to make its place
among the top ranked NGOs in the country.
country We were never short of his advice at the time of
need; and his leadership and faith in his fellow colleagues has always been exemplary.
Owing to old age and ill health, he feels it difficult to head and manage the day to day affairs
of
the
Orphanage
Wing
actively.____________________________
actively.
______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
In order to say a formal ‘Good Bye’ and to wish him luck for a relaxed healthy retired life, a
farewell dinner is organized by NS at the Sevashram premises at Fuleswari, Aiginia,
Bhubaneswar at 7pm on Sept. 24,, 2017.________________________________________
201
_______________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________
You and your spouse are all invited to grace this occasion and express your best wishes to Dr
Dayal in person. Kindly RSVP by responding to this email by 15th of
September._______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____________________
__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________
Manju Agrawal
Principal Secretary, NS

__________________________
__________________________

[RSVP= Please Reply]

13.3.6 Translation of Forms and Formats:
In official dealings, various types of forms and formats are deviced to enable the
beneficiaries and the office staff to transact their business with ease. Due to the uniformity of
the forms, it becomes easy to locate information filled in or to be filled in on the body of the
form and thus saves a lot of time on either side.
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Look at these bi/ trilingual
lingual forms used in a leading bank and examine the translated Odia text
text:

The Reverse side of the form has also been printed in trilingual form:

Now try to translate the following bank forms in the empty space/ box given for each of
them. You need not draw boxes like the original form; simply translate the text and put
a straight line in place of empty boxes:
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Now translate the counterfoil of the RTGS form which is detached from the main form and returned
back to the customer after signing and stamping by the bank officer:
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Note: Chargeback= ù`eÉ

ù\d

Now translate the rest part of the Chargeback Form
Form:
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UTILISATION CERTIFICATE
…….
I have verified the accounts of ____________________ in respect of the grants of
Rs.___________ released by the Department of Women and Child Development/Central Social
Welfare Board for the period ___________________ with the help of vouchers and certify that
they are correct and that an amount of Rs.__
Rs.___________ has been utilized upto_____________
_____________for
the purpose for which it was sanctioned. The balance of Rs.____________remaining
remaining unutilized at
the end of the year has been surrendered to the Govt. (vide No.___________ dated_______
_______)/ will
be adjusted towards the grant-in-aid
aid payable during the next year__________________.
(CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT)
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Please affix required stamps before submission
FORM No.III
(See Rule 3)
Office of the_____________________________
Miscellaneous Certificate Case No_____________ of 200______
RESIDENT/NATIVITY CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that Shri/Smt./Miss ______________ son/daughter/wife of Shri_______________
_______________
is a native of the District of _________ in the State of Odisha and he/his/she/her family ordinarily
reside in Village/Town _________ P.S
P.S_________Tahasil ______ in the District of _____________
2. This certificate being granted only for the purpose of _______________________.
Signature of Revenue Officer
Date:
Designation (with seal of office)
Signature of the applicant
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________

13.4

Summing Up

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________

Cooperation and interdependence is the key for the management of the modern
civilization. Every government, NGO, Corporate House, Educational Institution
whatsoever, has to function with various types of documents while dealing with
people and within its own administrative set-up.
set up. These documents have a uniform
format and the language is formal. The terminology used in official documents is
specific to a particular meaning and usage tthat cannot be changed.
While dealing with people that speak various different languages, it is stromgly felt
that all transactions be done in the regional languages so that the common people do
not face difficulty in dealing with various departments and availing the benefit of
different welfare
are programmes meant for them. Using local languages in the
formulation of rules and regulations too has become necessary so that the common
people can perceive and comply with such rules and provisions and the purpose of
such rules and regulations is not hindered due to unintelligibility of English language
language.
For easy intelligibility and saving time various types of forms and formats have also
been deviced. Instead of writing long and different types of applications, one has to
simply fill in the forms meant for any such official activity so that the office gets all
the information needed for quick disposal of cases and unnecessary correspondence
can be avoided. These forms and formats too need to be tra
translated
nslated in the local
regional languages for the same reasons as in the case of official documents.
For the purpose skilled translators are required who can handle such documents,
forms and formats. Government of India and the States have set up agencies fo
for
preparing the synonyms of various administrative terminologies from English to the
concerned Indian national or regional languages while laying down certains
principles for such translation. A translator thus has to use the approved terminology
and do his job in accordance with the laid down principles so that uniformity can be
maintained. Besides complying with the rules of translating the official documents,
forms and formats, the translator has to take care of its approved format of
presentation. While translating an official document one has tto
o mention the source,
page nos, whether it is a full text or an extract of it, give notes if necessary and sign
the translated document for authentication. If s/he is not officially assigned with the
job, then the document has to be certified by the competent authority.
As with other types of translation, translation of official documents needs utmost
attention, concentration, dedication and truthful attitude on the part of the translator.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________

13.5

Model Answers to Self-Check
Check Exerecise

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________

Self-Check Exercise-1
Answer in brief the following questions:
1.

Why do the assistants and officers in our states find it
it difficult to work in the
regional languages?

Ans. Since the documents pertaining to all the work done previously such as the
rules, regulations, official communications, formats and forms etcetera in our
offices is available in English, it becomes diffi
difficult
cult to get any kind of help in
the content, format or specific terminology from the previous records while
dealing with a similar case in the regional language.
Self-Check Exercise- 2
Answer in brief the following questions:
1.

Why do you think that Indian languages have acquired a diglosia like form?

Ans. Due to the predominance of English in the field of higher education, invariably
every Indian tries to learn English; and in the process, the normal vernaculars
too have acquired a diglosia like form with frequent insertions of English
words.
2.

What do you mean by CAT?

Ans. CAT is Computer Assisted Translation.
3.

What is the disadvantage in using CAT tools for translation?

Ans. The main disadvantage of CAT (Computer Assisted Translation) is that it may
suggestt such translation that may not be compatible to the original context or
structural nature of the target language and hence needs careful editing.
4.

How do you translate the content of the text in an official language?

Ans. While translating official docum
documents one has to go through every sentence in
the source language, understand and guess the contextual technical meaning of
the words used therein and then reproduce it in the target language in its
normal structure of sentences. Try to find out the laid down
down synonyms of the
administrative terminology in the target language from the govt. approved
glossaries and standard dictionaries to make the translation acceptable and
intelligible.
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